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1 P R 0 C E E 0 I N G S 

2 (Transcript continues ih sequence from 

J Volume 1. 

4 COMMISSIONER D~SON : The next witness for 

5 Issue 9, I believe, is Mr. Ramil. 

6 JOHN B. RAHIL 

7 was called as a witness on behalf of Tampa Electric 

8 Company and, having been duly sworn, testified as 

9 follows: 

10 DIRECT EXAMI~TION 

11 BY MR. B~SLBY : 

12 Q Mr. Ramil, would you please state your name 

1J anu business address and position? 

14 My name is John B. Ramil. My business 

15 address is 702 North Franklin Street, Tampa, Florida 

16 33602, and I'm vice-president of energy services and 

17 planning for Tampa Electric Company. 

18 Q Mr. Ramil, did you prepare and cause to be 

19 filed in this docket an 18-page document entitled 

20 ''Prepared Direct Testimony of John B. Ramil ''? 

21 

22 

A 

Q 

Yes, I did. 

I£ I wore to ask you tho questions contnincd 

23 in that testimony, would your answers be the same as 

24 contained therein? 

25 A Yes, they would be . 
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1 KR, »~AGLEY: I would ask tha t Mr . Ramil ' s 

2 prepared d irect test imony be inserted i nto the record 

3 as thoug h r ead. 

COKM~SSIONER DEASON : Without objection , it 

5 will be s o i ns e rted. 
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DOCXET NO. 9600 01-EI 
TAMPA ELECTRI C COMPANY 
SUBMITTED FO~ FILING 06/ 24 /96 

BEFORE TilE FLORIDA P UBLIC SERVICE COMMIS SION 

PREPARED DI RECT TES~IHONY 

OF 

J OliN B . RJI..HIL 

Please Gtato your name, address, occupation and employer. 

My name is John B. Ramil. My business addres:o is 702 t<orth 

Franklin Str~et, Tampa Florida 33602. I am employed by 

Tampa Elect ric Company in the Position o! Vice President -

Energy Services ' Planning . 

Please provide a brie! outl1ne ot your educational 

background and business experience. 

1 was educated in private schoolo of Tampa, Florida. 1 

graduated !rom the University o! South Florida in June o! 

1978 with a Bachelor o! Science degree in Engineering. I 

a1:1 a registered Professional Engineer in the State o! 

Florida. 

I joined Tampa Electric Company in March o! 1976 as a 

cooper at i vo oduca tion student and began !ull-timc 

ernploymont with the Company in June o! 1978. I was 

responsible tor various engineering assignments prior to 
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being pro=oted to Managet, Environmental Planning in 1982. 

Fro= June 1984 until April 1994 when I was promoted to my 

present position, I held the positions of: Manager, 

Generation Planning; Manager, F'Uel Planning and Operations; 

Assistant Director, Power Resource Planning; and Director, 

Resource Planning . currently I am Vice Presiaent - Energy 

Services, responsible for the company ' s customer service, 

energy services, bulk power and planning functions . 

Have you testlfied previously before the Florida Public 

Service commission (•fpsc· or •the Commission")? 

Yes. I have testified on behalf of Tampa Electric in a 

number of proceedings before this Commission. I t~stified 

in Docket No. 870001-EI, having to do with Tampa Electrics 

off-system sales, Big Bend Unit 4 power sales contrbct 

modifications, and the appropriate fuel prices tor dispatch 

and interchange pricing I submitted direct and rebuttal 

testimony in Docket No. 870408-EI in support ;;:f' Tampa 

Electrics request for approval of its propo~od non-firm 

load methodology and annual targets. I also testified in 

support of determinations of need !or the Hardee Power 

Station (Docket No. 880309-EI) and Tampa Electrics Polk 

Unit Ono (Docket No. 910883-EI). In addition, I testified 

2 
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on the subject o! as-available energy payments to 

cogenerators and small power producers (DockP.t No. 880001-

EI) and in the Commissions annual planning hearing (Docket 

No. 880004-EU). I testified on issues related to system 

planning, fuel inventory planning, wholesale sales, 

acquisitions and system construction in the companys last 

rate case (Docket No. 92032 4-EI). Most recently, I 

testi!ied in Docket No. 930676-EI, regarding the proposed 

construction of 69kV transmission facilities to serve the 

Cities of Fort Meade and Wauchula. 

What is the purpose of your testimony in this docket? 

The purpose of my testimony is to address an i ssue which 

was deferred from the February 1996 fuel adjustment 

hearing. I am referring to Issue 9 contained in the 

Florida Public Service Commissions ("f'PSCs") Order No. 

PSC-96-0241-PHO-EI, which was the Prchearing Order issued 

February 19, 1996, in the fuel adjustment docket. This was 

a generic issue raised by the Office of Public counsel 

("OPC" or "Public CoUJnsel") in its Prnhearing Statement. At 

tha Prohearing, the parties agreed to defer the issue to 

allow the opportunity to file testimony. Public Counsel 's 

issue reads as follows: 

J 
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Q. 

1t.. 

Should an electric utility be 
permitted to include, for retail fuel 
cost recovery purposes, fuel costa of 
generation at any of its units which 
exceed, on a cents-per-kilowatt-hour 
basis, the average fuel cost of total 
generation (wholesale plus retail) out 
of those same units? 

OPCs position on ~he issue was : 

"No. The fuel cost assigned to the 
retail jurisdiction from any 
generating unit should never exceed 
the average cost of fuel actually 
burned at the unit to meet both 
wholesale and retail loads times tho 
amount o! energy allocable to the 
retail jurisdiction. stated 
differently, a utilitys decision to 
offer a wholesale customer less-than
average fuel costs out o! a single or 
multiple generating units should not 
cause the fuel cost responsibility o! 
the retail jurisdiction to be greater 
than average."' 

What is your view of OPCs position? 

205 

OPCs position is incorrect and merely reflects another 

attempt to revisit an issue that has been decided 1n a 

manner opposed by OPC in the n3st. 

It appears that OPC is o.hallenging the recovery of costs 

associated with off-system sales that are based on 

incremental !uol costs to tho oxtont that the incremental 

fuel cost is lower than average fuel cost for the unit(s) 
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out of which the energy was generated. The error of OPes 

position can be illustrated by reference to the Florida 

Economy Broker System. OPCs position, 1! affirmed, would 

mean that utilities have been incorrectly pricing and 

recovering fuel costs from most of the base load units in 

the state that have contributed to sales on the Florida 

Economy Broker from the tilDe of the i n i tution of the 

Broker. 

Please elaborate. 

OPes position , if ~f!i~od, wo~ld require a chAnge in the 

pricing of tho energy sales on the Florida Broker Systc~ 

that would lilcely increase the overall level o! the prices 

paid for transactions on the Broker and would like!y reduce 

the number of bene! icial transactions occurring. The 

Broker rules require that utilities quote their incremental 

cost of generation. Incremental costs for base load 

qeneration are generally lower than average costs of 

generation from these units. This is due to two factors; 

the incremental efficiency or •heat rate• ver~us the average 

heat rate of the units and the incremental fuel price 

versus tho average fuel price. The dispatch or 

•incremental" heat rates of these generating units are 

generally lower than the average heat rates of the units. 
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The second factor, incremental versus ~verage fuel price, 

contributes in the same direction, because incremental fuel 

prices for bascload generation are generally lower than 

average. 

Thus, if utilities were required to charge average 

generation costs on the Broker, i~ would not represent the 

incremental cost of the sale ~nd would havo thR o!!oct o! 

raising the quotes from base load capacity and in turn 

would lower the sa~ings from transactions and would lessen 

the number of transactions . 

It is well documented that the Florida Energy Broker has 

saved Floridas customers many millions of dollars since 

its inception in 1978 ($797 million in 1995, as stated in 

the FPSCs 1995 Annual Report). OPC is suggesting a 

regulatory treatment in the fuel adjustment clause for 

these and other sales that would diminish this benefit. 

Has the issue raised by ope been previously addressed in 

any proceedings that were specific to Tampa Electric? 

Yes, thi~ issue has been addressed in several proceedings 

before this Commission. Accordingly, we do not believe it 

is necessary or reasonable to revisit the issue for Tampa 

6 
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Electric even putting aside the gen~ric reasons why OPes 

position is wrong . 

Please explain the context in which this issue was 

addressed by this Commission. 

This issue was first directly addressed in 1987 by this 

commission ir. Docket No. 870001-EI where .lt reviewed 

several issues related to tho use of incremental fuel 

pricing for off-system sales and most recently in 1992 in 

our last rate case, Docket No. 920324-EI. I stress the 

tern directly l:>ecause this commission has appropriately 

examined, for Tampa Electric, the overall effect of 

wholesale prices on retail prices by looking at the net 

effect of wholesale transactions on retail customers. As 

further explained below, it would be inapproprib~e, as OPC 

suggests, to examine an issue pertaining to average fuel 

pricing practices without taking into account a 11 the 

effects of off-system sales and the overall benef itt:: of 

such sales. In Tampa Electrics case, these specifics have 

already been reviewed and approved. 

Please describe specifically how the Commission revie~ed 

this issue in Docket No. 870001- El. 

., 
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In 1987, fuel market conditions had caused differences 

between the pricing for spot coal and long- term contract 

coal. As a result, issues wore raised before the 

Commission as~ociated with the calculation of marginal cost 

for purposes of dispatch, wholesale pricing, and payments 

to Qualifying Facilities. In that proceeding, tho 

Commission found that it was appropriate to use the cost o! 

spot coal for incremental dispatch and pricing purposes . 

The Commission specifically reviewed the pricing and 

regulatory treatment for economy broker transactions by all 

utilities and reviewed two of Tampa Electrics then 

existing power sale agr eements under Service Schedule J and 

approved pricing based on incremental costs. 

Has the Commission examined pricing and re~ulatory 

treatment for other types of sales? 

Yes. In the same docket, the FPSC reviewed, and found 

appropriate, an amendment to an agreement between Tampa 

Electric and Florida Power & Light Company ("FP&L•) !or the 

s11le of energy and capacity from Big Bend Unit 4 ("BB4"). 

Tho original agreement contained a fuel charge based on the 

average cost o! fuel !or BB4. The amendment enabled Tampa 

Electric to charge the incremental cost of fuel for BB4, 

which was lower than tho average fuel cost !or that unit. 

B 
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Staff, in that docket, raised the following issue: 

Should any i ncreased fuel cost duo to the 
off-system sale of capacity be recovered 
through ~he Fuel Cost Recovery Factor? 

Because Tampa Electrics incremental fuel cost, which was 

based on spot market co~l, was lower than it& average fuel 

cost, Staff was concerned that crediting the incremental 

cost of fuel through the fuel clause would cause an 

increase in fuel costs for retail customers. In addressing 

the issue, the Commission recognized that the pricing 

amendment wal'l necessary for Tampa Electric to sell any 

energy under the agreement, and found that incremental 

pricing and revenue crediting of hlcremental fuel revenues 

would be appropriate. The Commission stated: 

TECO defended its action by statin~ that 
had it not made the price concession to 
FP&L, FP&L would have purchased virtually 
no energy pursuant to tho contra~t. With 
the revision to tho contract, FP&L is 
taking B84 energy at approximately a 70\ 
capacity factor. We find for the company 
on this issue. 1 

Tampa Electric has continued to base the fuel pricing for 

off-system sales on incremental costs in order to meet 

fPtC O<"du No. 181}6, lu\lfll In Ooc:ktt Mo. 870001•£1 In hpt..O.r, 1987, lh• wacloot<tt ...,, 
t l t o t~ctpttd for fl llnp by the r~rol tnorty l.,ulotory Coaol&tlon (Ooc:~tt No. la87·l5l• 
000). 
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market demands and encourage the most efficient utilization 

of its resources, and has continued to apply th is 

commission-approved treatment to the fuel revenues 

associated ·~ith these sales. Tho Commission and OPC have 

reviewed and agxeed to this treatment jn each biennial fuel 

hearing since the ruling in 1987. 

How was Tampa Electrics treatment of revenues from various 

types of ort-syctem saleo conaidorod in tho companya last 

full rate case proceeding? 

In Tampa Eloctrics last full rate case proceeding in 1992, 

Docket No. 920324-EI, the Commission carefully considered 

how to treat revenues associated with each type of G!f

system sale in which Tampa Electric was currently engaging. 

Upon the conclusion of this evaluation of off-system sale~, 

the commission left intact the treatment for fuel revenues 

associated with sales based on incremental fuel pricing as 

previously approved in 1987. 

Please describe any additional concerns about Public 

Counsels position on this issue. 

Public Counsel has focused soley on the impact of off

system oales on costs recovered through the fuel cost 

10 
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recovery clause. Tampa Electric believes fu l l 

consideration of this issue must talte into account the 

total economic benefits associated with off-system sales . 

Please descr ibe what you mean by total economic benefit and 

how t his benefi~ impacts retail customers. 

It is inappropriate to focus solely on the impact of fuel 

pricing f or off- system sales on the fuel cost :-ecovery 

clause without taklng into consideration the entire 

economic impact of the off- system aale on retail customers. 

For instance , charges for broker sales include ~ non-fuel 

energy component . Charges for unit power sales include 

non- fuel energy components and capacity payments based on 

tho embedded cost of the unit(s) from which capacity and 

energy is sold . These non-!uel revenues contribute 1.0 

Tampa Electrics recovery of its fixed costs. The amount 

of revenue from a sale in excess o! the incremental cost is 

an additional contribution to fixed costs that retail 

customers would otherwise bear. The result ia a net 

e=onomic benefit to retail customers . Indeed, t~e revenue 

requirements used in the cost of service determination upon 

which Tampa Eloctrics current retail customers base rates 

were established was reduced via t he assignment of rate 

base and expenses to the wholesale jurisdiction !or the 

11 
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off-system sales that were separated from the retail 

jurisdiction. 

The contribution to recovery of fixed costs associated with 

off-system sales exceeds tho magnitude of any effect of 

incremental fuel pricing upon the fuel costs paid by Tampa 

Electrics retail customers. Thus, on a total system 

economic basis, retail customers benefit tror these sales. 

The contribution to fixed costs from non-separated off

system sales is credited to retail customers ~hrough the 

adjustment clauses. How do Tampa Electrics retail 

customers receive the benefits of the contribution to fixed 

costs from separated off-systam sales? 

The separated off-system sales benefit retail customers 

through the calculation of return on equity ("ROE") reported 

in the monthly surveillance report. Every monc.h, in a 

procedure that we believe is unique to Tampa Electric, the 

separation factors are adjusted to account for the current 

level of capacity and enP.rqy being sold as separated off

system sales. Since the additional off-system sales remove 

rat3 base and expenses from the retail jurisdiction, the 

retail ROE increases. All other things being equal, the 

effect ovar time of this increase is to lower retail rat2s. 

12 
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In fact, for Tampa Electric, tho benefits to retail 

customers are even more direct than is usually the case. 

Please el~borate on your last statement. 

I refer to the deferred revenue plans that OPC and Tampa 

Electric, alon9 with the Florida Industrial Power Users 

Group, have agreed upon, first for 1995 and then tor 1996 

throuqh 1998. As a result of the requlatory structure 

reflected in these plans, retail customers benefits are 

more immediate than would be the case in the normal 

situation, where off-system sales revenues serve to delay 

future rate increases (and r&duce their amount) or hasten 

future rate decreases (and increase their amount). 

Please describe the regulatory structure applicable to 

Tampa Electric . 

On May 2, 1995, the Commission voted approval of a plan 

that established a deferral mechanism for earnings in 

excess of 11.75t through 19952 • In a subsequent decision, 

on April 30, 1996, the Commission voted approval of a joint 

stipulation which included establishing a $25 million 

refund, a base rate freeze through 1998, and provisions for 

11PSC OrOer ~o. PSC•9S·OS&O·f0F·EI, Ia~ In Oock•l No. 950379•£1 on Kay 10, 1995 

13 
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revenue deferrals contributing towards potential refunds :~ 

1999' . In 1995, the beneficial effect on retail cuatomora 

of separating tho rate base and expenses from the retail to 

wholesale juriudiction was approximately $29 million. This 

accounted for voll over one-hal! o! tho deterred revenue of 

$48.8 ~1llion in 1995. These deferred revenues are be1ng 

used to offset the revenue requir~ments associated with 

Polk Unit One, and have contributed to the $25 million 

refund beginning in October 1996. For 1996 through 1998, 

the demand and energy !rom existing separated off-system 

sales and any increase fro~ future sales will contribute to 

deferred revenues and any amount available !or refunds to 

custo~ers in 1999. 

In summary, revenues !rom off-system sales are contributing 

and will continuo to contribute directly to the 

accumulation and disposition of deterred revenues and 

potential refunds to retail custon.ers pursuant to this 

approved regulatory structure. 

Have other regulatory bodies recognized the validity of 

considering the total economic impact o! a transaction when 

ovaluat1ng pricing? 

1rPSC Order No. PSC·96·067~·S·[I, l11uod In Ooc~ot No. 950]79•[1 on Moy 20, 1996 
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Yes. Tho Federal Enotgy Rogullltory Commission ("F£RC") 

addressed this principle in the matter of Tampa Electri c 

Co., 71 FERC !61,245 (1995) (reh'g pcndJn9), wherein tuel 

pricing on an incremental cost basis was considered and 

permitted. Consistent with previous decisions of the 

Florida Public Service commisGion, the FE.RC there round 

that focusing solely on the fuel pricing component did not 

capturo tho entire economic impact or tho transaction, and 

that tho contribution to recovery of fixed costs through 

demand charge revenues creates benefits to Tampa Electrics 

customers that exceed the impact on fuel clause rates. The 

FERC also recognized that the level of fuel pricing can 

influence a utilitys ability t~ market its energy and, 

hence, generate the addit~onal overall revenues that 

contribute to fixed cost recovery, as well as recovering 

incremental variable costs. The FERC has followed this 

total economic benefit principle in other cases as well. 

See North Little Rock Coveneration, L.P. v. Encorgy 

Serv.ices, Inc., 72 FERC ,61,263 ot 62,173 n. 8 (1995) 

("[CUstomers are better off if the utility obtains a price 

that provides any contribution (to fixed costs) above 

variable costs."). 

What, specifically, would be the harm if Tampa Electric 

priced ell sales bosed on average fuel costs? 

15 
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1 A . As Tampa Electric found in its sale of BB4 capacity and 

2 energy to FP&L in 1987, and this commission has recognized, 

J the dispatchability of an ott-uyutcm sale is critical tc 

4 making tho sale attractive to the purchasing utility. 

5 Tampa Electric has found that to be tho case particularly 

6 in todays increasingly competitive wholesale market. 

7 Todays potential wholesale customers invariably indicate 

8 that energy pricing must be low enough to dispatch at, or 

9 near, one hundred percent of tho time on the purchasing 

10 utilitys system in order for tho purchase to be 

11 attractive. Pricing sales bt station average fuel would 

12 likely eliminate, o·r greatly reduce, otf-systeJo ules ana 

13 the corresponding benefit to retail customers. 

14 

15 Q. 

16 

~7 

18 

19 A. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

What would the loss of wholesale sales mean to Tampa 

Electric, its retail CUstomers, and other utilities in the 

State of Florida that purchase power from Tampa Electric? 

Ao stated previously, Tampa Electric and its retail 

customers would be deprived of the total economic benefi~s 

generated by these sales. Additionally, the purchasing 

utilities would lose the savings achieved by purchRsing 

power frou Tampa Electrics resources in place of running 

their higher-cost, less e!!icient units. 

16 
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Please summarize your views r ·cqardinq tho appropriatoneso 

of revisiting the reguldtory treatment of revenues r4ceived 

from oft-system sales? 

The Commission should not adopt OPCs position and change 

the incremental pricing on the Florida Economy Broker 

System and its regulatory treatment. such a chango from 

procedures previously approved by the commission would have 

a negative effect on retail customers. 

As to Tampa Electric specifically, we are treating fuel 

revenues associated v:i th off-system sales in accordance 

with the methodology approved by this Commission in 1987, 

and reviewed since then in the biennial fuel hearings and 

in our last rate case. Off-system sales provide total 

revenue in excess of the inc.remcntal cost to serve. those 

sales, and thus, all retail ratepayers benefit. The 

Commission, along with the Office of Public counsel, should 

not take action to penalize Tampa Electric for its prudent 

and successful efforts to lower costs for retail 

ratepayers. Therefore, we do not believe it is necessary 

or appropriate to revisit this issue for Tampa Electric i n 

the fuel adJustment hearing. 

Does this conclude your testimony? 

17 



2 1 9 

1 A. Yes, it does. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

3 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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l KR . BEASLEY . Mr. Ramil, would you please 

2 summarize your direct testimony? 

3 A Yes, I will. Good morning, Commiosioners. 

4 The Office of Public Counsel in raising this generic 

5 issue has takAn issue with Tampa Electric's use of 

6 unit specitic incremental fuel costs in pricing 

7 certain off-system sales on the theory that such fuel 

8 pricing creates a subsidy borne by retail ratepayers 

9 for the benefit oF wholesale customers. 

10 However, ns both this Commiosion and the 

11 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission have determined, 

12 off-system sales based on unit specific incremental 

lJ fuel costs are reasonable and desirable when they 

14 result in net benefits to the remaining rate~ayers. 

15 This Commission ' s policies to thi s point 

16 have been to consider the total economic benefits for 

17 wholesale sales. This is sound pol.icy and should not 

18 be changed. 

19 It is important for this Commission to note 

20 that neither the OPC nor any other party to this 

21 proceeding has taken the position that Tampa 

22 Electric's specific transactions that would fall under 

23 this issue do not yield significanc financial benefits 

24 to retail customern when all transaction related costs 

25 and revenues, both fuel and nonfuel, arc considered. 
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1 The record is also devoid of any evidence 

2 suggesting that the sales at issue are uneconomic when 

3 all relevant costs and revenues are considered . Under 

4 these circumstances, it is difficult to understand why 

5 this issue is being relitigated in this proceeding. 

6 The retail ratepayer benefits associated 

7 with Tampa Electric ' s off-system sales, including 

8 those priced on the basis of unit specific incremental 

9 fuel costs, are not speculative or theoretical In 

10 fact, those benefits have ~lready been passed through 

11 to ratepayers and are reflected in the current rates. 

12 In Tampa Electric ' s 1992 rate case this 

13 Commission approved the transfer of a sign ificant 

14 portion of Tampa Electric's revenue requirem~nt from 

15 the retail ratepayers to t he wholesale customers to 

16 retlect projected off-system sales . This rate relief 

17 reflected in our current retail rates would not have 

18 been possible in the absence of the sales in which o~c 

19 takes issue . 

20 The effect of incremental fuel pricing on 

21 the fuel costs paid by Tampa Electric's retail 

22 customers far outweigh the benefits received in 

23 advance by our retajl customers. On the other hand, 

24 if we aro to price these sales on the basis of average 

25 fuel costs, as has been suggested, off-system sales 
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1 could be eliminated or reduced with a corresponding 

2 erosion of ratepayer benefits. Such an outcome would 

3 certainly be in no one's interest. 

4 In addition, such an outcome would be 

5 particularly unf~ir to Tampa Electric, which has 

6 already lowered its rates to provide immediate 

7 benefits to customers in anticipation of ccntinuing to 

8 go make off-system sales, a portion of which are based 

9 on incremental fuel costs. 

10 Therefore, I urge this Commission to 

11 continue its existing policy of endorsing off-system 

12 sales based on incremental fuel cost pric1ng so long 

13 as the transaction as a whole results in net economic 

14 benefits to retail ratepayers. 

15 Tampa Electric has demonstrated to this 

16 Commission on several occasions that its incrementally 

17 priced sales do provide net benefits to its retail 

18 customers, since and this Commission has approved the 

19 current regulatory treatment. Thank you. 

20 HR . BEASLEY : We submjt Mr. Ramil for 

21 cross-examination. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

COMMISSIONER DEASON: Mr. Stone. 

MR. STONE: Thank you, Commissioner. 
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l CROSS EXAMINATION 

2 BY MR. STONE r 

3 

4 

5 

Q 

A 

Good morning, Mr. Ramil. 

Good morni:'lg. 

Is there anything in the wording of the 

6 issue that exempts economy transactions and beneficial 

7 long-term sales from being drawn within its scope? 

8 A The wording of the issue? 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

That's: correct. 

A No. I11 fact, any unit participating in an 

economy sale would violate this issue if it was 

approved as is. 

Q Is there anything in the OPC's position that 

would exempt economy transactions or bene(icial 

long-term sale:s? 

A No. The only reference there might be, to 

longer term sales, but economy sales can have longer 

terms than jus·t an hour that people commonly think of 

them being. 

Do you sec anything in the Staff's position 

21 on this issue that would exempt economy transactions 

22 and benefit the long-term sales? 

23 

24 

No, not in the written word. 

Based on what you understand OPC ' s position 

25 to be, what would happen to the Florida broker? 
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1 Based on this position, with the 

2 exemption -- without an exemption for economy sales? 

3 That's what you 're asking me? 

4 

5 

6 think. 

7 

Yes. 

There would be a problem with those sales, I 

Who is the main beneficiary of the Florida 

8 broker, the retail or wholesale customers? 

9 Both; both are. The retail customers 

10 receive the benefits from the gains on those sales, 

11 and the wholesale purchaser receives the benefits from 

12 the savings of -- rather than running higher cost 

lJ generation. 

14 Q Who are the wholesale utilities 

15 participating in the Florida broker? 

16 ~ I believe it's all of the utilities in 

17 peninsular Florida that have generation. 

18 Q So the benefits that the wholesale 

19 purchasers under the broker received would flow 

20 through the Florida retail customers; is that correct? 

21 A I would think so. 

22 Q Well, then would you agree, then, that the 

23 beneficiary of th~ Florida broker aro the retail 

24 customers in Florida? 

25 Yes. 
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1 Q Do yo.1 have any idea how much thC' Florida 

2 ~etail fuel bill would go up if tho OPC's position 

3 prevails and the broker is killed? 

4 A I don't have a figure on hand, but I know 

5 that there have been reports that the number -- the 

6 savings number is quite significant. In my direct 

7 testimony I have a number indicating that since the 

8 inception of the broker, there's been almost 

9 $000 million in benefits to customers. 

10 Q Now, economy sales through the broker are 

11 not the only type of beneficial sale thi:lt would be --

12 COMMISSIONER GARCIA: I'm sorry . What wa~ 

13 that nur~tber again? 

14 WITNESS RAMIL: I said about 800 million . 

15 The number I have is from the Florida Public Service 

16 Commission's 1995 Annual Report . That is since the 

17 inception of the brok~r . 

18 COMMISSIONER GARCI~ : I ' m sorry. I thouqht 

19 I heard something else. 

20 Q (By Kr. stone) There are other beneficial 

21 sales besides broker transactions tha~ would be 

22 affected by OPC's position on this issue; is that 

23 correct? 

24 

25 

'les. 

COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Could I ask a 
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1 question, just because I don't know if I followed your 

2 previous line of questioning . 

3 Let roe ask this of the witness: You were 

4 suggesting that under OPC ' s proposal that the 

5 brokerage system, the economy sales under the 

6 brokerage system was somehow at risk if we applied 

7 the -- I guess the approach stated by Mr. Wieland. 

8 Because when you all started go\ng into numbers as to 

9 how retail customers would be impacted , I was assuming 

10 that you were suggesting that this approach would 

11 somehow llroit us, limit what \~e've been doing in the 

12 past with the economy energy sales. 

13 WITNESS RAMIL: Let me say the question I 

14 think I was answering, that I thought I hea~d that I 

15 was answering, was relative to the Office of Public 

16 Counsel's position: Is there anything in here that 

17 would exclude the broker from this position . ~nd my 

18 answer to that was no. 

19 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Okay. What about 

20 under Mr. Wieland's Florida Power Corp's position? 

21 Would that same rationale apply? 

22 WITNESS RAH~L: If I might take a moment to 

23 read it. (Pause) 

24 Well, I think Mr. Wieland's position at the 

25 end specifically excludes the economy broker. 
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1 COKKISSJONER JOHNSON: And 1 was probably 

2 confused, because I thought Mr . Wieland and OPC had 

3 the same position, but I'll have to review my notes a 

4 bit more. 

5 WITNESS RAMIL : And I'm basing my a nswer on 

6 the parenthetical phrase at the end of the position. 

7 COKKISSIONBR JOHNSON: Of Mr. Wieland's 

8 position? 

9 

10 

WITNESS RAKILr Yes, ma 'am. 

COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Okay . But your 

11 answer was just as it related co OPC ' s position? 

12 

13 

WITNESS WIELAND : Correct . 

COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Okay . I was 

14 confused . Thank you . 

15 Q (By Mr. Stone) Mr. Rami1, I believe I 

16 understand your testimony to be that the Public 

17 Service Commission has approved transactions in which 

18 the price for fuel has been at or above incremental 

19 but below average cost; is that correct? 

20 A Yes. Specifically for Tampa Electric, going 

21 back to fuel adjustment hearings in 1987, is ona 

22 recollection where we had a contract with Florida 

23 Power & Light, and the energy sales under that 

24 contract were not being made. 

25 We revised the contract to allow us to price 
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1 the fuel on incremental fuel price so that the sales 

2 could be increased to bring that revenue into the 

3 system, and the Staff raised the issue that might that 

4 raise fuel costs to retail customers. And the 

5 decision by the Commission was that the net economic 

6 benefits far outweighed that potential for increase in 

7 cost. 

8 We have been doing this on occasions. We 

9 don ' t exclusively make Sdles that way. We make the 

10 sales that way when we think that's needed to get the 

11 business and achieve those net oenefits for our 

12 system. We've been doing that since that time. 

13 Further, the sales that wo arc making now 

14 that have tho incremental cost pricing were sales 

15 along with the rest of our wholesale sales ~t issue in 

16 our '92 rate case, and all those sales wore examined 

17 greatly in that case and ware looked at, and we ' ve 

18 been complying with the regulatory treatment 

19 i•plemented at that time up until now. 

20 Again in 1995 at a fuel adjustment hearing, 

~1 because we had some of the original wholesale sales in 

22 our rate case expiring and we had new ones replacing 

23 it, the issue came up again. These aalos were looked 

24 at in '95 once again, and then here we arc lortay in 

25 '96 looking at them once again. 
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1 would you cate9orize these sales, these 

2 wholesale sales, if you will, as opportunities for 

J both the ratepayers and for Tampa Electric Company? 

4 

5 

A 

0 

Yes . 

so characterizing these as opportunity 

6 sales, it is my perception that your concern is the 

7 policy statement that the Office of Public Counsei is 

8 asking the Commission to adopt would foreclose those 

9 opportunities for ~ampa's customers and for the 

~o customers in Florida? 

11 A I think it would foreclose that opportunity. 

12 These type of sales are not sales t hat Tampa Electric 

~3 is required to make by law. They ' re sales that we 

14 make to have net positive economic bererits to our 

15 system. As such, the accounting principles and the 

16 average costs -- rate making principles associated 

17 with requirement to serve type regulations are nice, 

18 but they can get in the way of achieving those net 

19 benefits to our customers. 

20 Where we can price our vholesale sales at 

21 average or at the highest amount that we can, of 

22 course we do, but if we need to price a salo at 

2J incremental cost and have assured ourselves of the 

24 real standard in th~se instances, and that's total not 

25 benefits to our system -- to our customers, then we 
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1 

2 

need to make those sales . 

And it's our decision to make it. w~ take 

J the risk that ~e're making a prudent decision, as we 

4 do with decisions that we make daily, but it is a 

5 choice that we make in making tho sales. 

6 Q At thiL time I would like to hand out a 

7 sheet with some assumptions for o hypothetical. It's 

8 probably easier 1! everyone has a copy of the 

9 assJmptions in front of them before I ask the 

10 c;uestions. 

ll COKH~98IONER DB~BON : Mr. Stone, do you wish 

12 to have this identified? 

lJ KR. STONE: At this point , Commi5sioner, 

14 it ' s just a demonstrative aid . It may be helpful to 

15 identify it and we may choose to introduce it later. 

16 It ' s your pleasure. 

17 COMMISSIONER DEASON: We will identify it ns 

18 Exhibit Number 37. 

19 (Exhibit 37 marked for identification.) 

20 

21 

22 Q 

MR. STONE : May I proceed? 

COMMISSIONER D~SON: Ves. 

(By xr. stone) Mr. Ramil, I've nuked the 

2J hypothetical -- I'm oorry we haven't gotten to the 

24 rest of counsel. I '11 wait just Cl moment. (Pauao) 

25 Now, thal everyone has a copy, on this 
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1 

2 

J 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

sheet, which is en~itled "Hypothetical," I'm asking 

you to make the following assumptions: That at r etail 

you have sales of 100 kilowatt hours, and that your 

fuel costs for t hose sa l es is 22 mills per kilowatt 

hour , resulting in d total retail fuel cost recovery 

issue of 2,200 mills . And that you have an 

opportunity sal e, proposed sale, ot 25 kilowatt hours; 

that as the se l ling utility, your incremental cost for 

that sale is 12 mills; the buying utility ' s 

10 decremental cost is 22 mills. And therefore the 

ll resulting selling price by taking the two Incremental 

12 prices and dividing by two is 17 mills, a 

13 split-the-difference type of approach . 

14 Based on that set of assumptions, the 

15 potential revenues from the opportunity sale, the 

16 kilowatt hours times the selling price, is 425 mills. 

17 Do you understand those assumptions as I've laid them 

18 out? 

19 COMMISSIONER GARCIA : May I ask you to --

20 maybe you can do it again !or me real quick. 

21 MR. STONE: I'll certainly try. I ' m not 

22 sure where to start, Commissioner. 

23 COMMISSIONER GARCIA: From the top. 

24 Q (By Mr. stono) Okay. First we're assuming 

25 we have retail sales of 100 kilowatt hours and that 
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r 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

the fuel cost tor those sales are at 22 mills per 

kilowatt hour, resulting in a total fuel cost 

associated with those retail sales of 2,200 mills, 

just -- it's multiplication of those. 

The utility is presented with an opportunity 

6 to make a sale of 25 kilowatt hours. The incremental 

7 cost for fuel to make that sale is 12 mills. The 

8 buying utility would be avoiding a cost of 22 mills if 

9 it were to purchase from the selling utility, and the 

10 price on a split-the-difference approach would be 17 

11 mills, resulting in revenues from the opportunity sale 

12 of 42 5 mills; again, multiplication of tho selling 

13 price, the 17 mills, times 25 kilowatt hours of 

14 opportunity sale. 

15 In that instance, it you were to take the 

l6 total fuel cost incurred by the utility, you would 

17 come up with a fiquro of 100 kilowatt hourn times the 

18 22 mills plus the 25 kilowatt hours timo 12 mills, the 

19 actual incremental cost, for a total fuel cost of 

20 2,500. Do you agree with the math? 

21 A Y~s. I wish you would have made the sale 10 

22 kilowatt hours so it would better match my math 

23 skills; but I've got it. 

24 Q My ap~logies . r think it will work out 

25 better when you get further on down the way. 
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1 

2 Q 

Okay. 

If we also then take as a credit to the 

3 retail fuel cost recovery the 25 kilowatt hours times 

4 the 12 mills in order to back that out of the 

5 equation, that would be 300 mills that ' s subtracted 

6 from your total fuel cost . 

7 A That is the cost associated witl1 the sale is 

8 what you 're backing --

9 Q With the opportunity sale, yes. 

10 A Yes, 300 mills. 

11 Q Now, let's further assume, just for the sake 

12 of our proposal, that the profit from the opportunity 

13 sale is split between the ratepayers and the 

14 shareholders on an 80\/20' basis. l~c would then have 

15 an additional credit to the fuel cost recovery 

16 associated with that profit, would we not? 

17 A Yes . What you ' re assum1ng hero is of the 

18 different types of regulatory treatment that that gain 

19 could have, that this is one that ' s in the 80/20 

20 category? 

21 Q Yes . And that we would flow that profit, 

22 that s~aring of the profit back through the fuel 

23 clause, so that would be reflected as a credit to that 

24 total fuel cot>t number that has to be recovered from 

25 retail. 
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l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

A 

Q 

Right. 

Okay . Now, that the 80\ times the 

difference between the 17 mills and the 12 mills, 

again, the selling price minus the cost of th~ sale 

times the actual amount of sale, the 25 kilowatt 

hours, .8 tim~s 5 times 25 equals 100. 

A Yes. 

Q So that ' s 100 credit. If we take the 300 

9 credit and the 100 crejit and apply it to the 2,500 

10 total fuel costs, we have a total retail fuel cost 

11 recovery obligation of 2,100 simply taking the 2,500 

12 minus 400. 

13 

14 

A 

Q 

Okay . I agree. 

Now, that is essentially revenues to the 

15 company, isn't that correct? Fuel cost recovery 

16 represents fuel cost recovery revenues to the company? 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A Yes. 

Q And we would add, then, from the company ' s 

perspective, the revenues from the opportunity sales, 

would we not, the 425 that was identified on tho 

hypothetical? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

And so the sum of that would be 2,525? 

Yes. 

Now, in order to know what the impact is on 
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1 the utility shar~holders from all of this, we would 

2 take that 2,525 in total revenues and subtract out the 

3 $2,500 in fuel costs that we identified earlier; the 

4 100 kilowatt hours times the 22 mills plus the 25 

5 kilowatt hours times 12 mills . 

6 

7 

A 

Q 

Okay . 

And that would result in a utility 

8 shareholder benefit of ~5 under this hypothetical? 

9 

10 

A 

Q 

Okay. 

Now, as you understand the OPC's proposal, 

11 the retail fuel cost recovery would be limited to the 

12 average that results from the total fuel cost divided 

13 bv the total sales, times the amount of retail sales; 

14 is that correct? 

15 A I'm sorry . Would you repeat that? 

16 Q Yes, I will. Do you agree, or is it your 

17 understanding that the methodology proposed by the 

18 Office of Public Counsel is that tho fuel ~ost 

19 recovery in the instance of this hypothetical would be 

20 limited to the result of taking the total fuel coot 

21 divided by the total sales and multiplying that 

22 resulting average times the retail sales? 

23 A Yeah. 'l'he OPC position you asked me to lc:-k 

24 at earlier? 

25 Q Yes. That, in words, is what they have 
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, 
1 described as taking that total cost divided by the 

2 total sales and multiply it times the actual retail 

3 sales to determine the amount that you could recover 

4 from the retail customers in the fuel cost recovery . 

5 A What I think you're focusing on is the 

6 ''should not cause the fuol cost responsibility o( the 

7 retail jurisdiction to be greater than the:- average." 

8 

9 

10 

Q 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

Okay. Give me the number again. 

Well, I was giving you the formula and then 

11 I was going to ask you to qivc me the number. 

12 

13 

A 

Q 

All right. Give me the formula. 

The formula is the total fuel cost divided 

14 by the total sales, and that resulting average would 

15 then be multiplied by the retail sales. 

16 A Okay. So the total fuel costs would be 

17 2,200 mills plus 

18 

19 instance. 

20 

21 

22 

I believe it would be 2,500 mill~ in this 

Well, I haven't finisheo. 2,200 plus 300. 

That's correct. I'm sorry. 

For a total of 2,500, and divided by tho 

23 total sales, which arc 100, plus l25 -- I moan, I'm 

~4 sorry; 25. Okay . 

25 Q Would you ngrco that that ro~ultr. in a 
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1 figure of $2,000? 

2 

3 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

And that compares to the $2,100 that we 

4 calculated earlier to be recovered when we taKe into 

5 account the total costs less the incremental costs ot 

6 the wholesale, less the ratepayers ' portion of tho 

7 profit from t~is opportunity sale. 

8 A Correct; 2,000 v~rsus 2,100. 

9 Q That would give you the impression that the 

10 Public Counsel's method was more favorable to the 

11 ratepayers. 

12 

13 

Correct . 

The opportunity sale revenues rcn.ain at 1125, 

14 because there's been no impact on the pricing of the 

15 opportunity sale as a result of Public Counsel ' s 

16 method. 

17 

18 

A 

Q 

Correct. 

So the total revenues to the company in that 

19 instance would be 2,425; is that correct? 

20 

21 

A Yes, 2,000 from --

MR. HOWE: Objection to the ~uestion. If he 

22 means total revenues to tho company, it would have to 

23 be the sum total of total revenues from the retail 

211 jurisdiction plus total revenues received from the 

25 wholesale jurisdiction when they received payment for 
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l the economy sale ~hat's being described. 

2 KR. STONE: Which under this hypothetical is 

J 2,425 . 

4 

5 

6 

COKKISSIONBR DEASON: Is that correct? 

KR . STONE: It ' s, as I understand 

COKKISSIONER DEASON: You need to ask the 

7 ~itness that is what I 'm saying. 

8 (By Mr. stono) Is that correct, Mr. ~amil? 

9 A Yes, from the -- using the new average fuel 

10 price for this unit . 

11 

12 

0 

A 

Right. 

As per the position you asked me to look at, 

lJ the revenue coming from the retail jurisdiction is 

14 2,000 mills and then if you add to it the 425 mills 

15 coming from the opportunity sale, you got 2,425 . 

16 2, 425 mills . 

17 Okay. Now, has the cost t o the company of 

18 the fuel changed any between the method that we 

J9 described earlier and the method thet ' s now being 

20 resulted from the OPC ' s proposed methodology? 

21 A No; the cost is -- the total cost of ~erving 

22 everybody is 2,500 mills . 

2J Q So the utility, then, would hnve jta 

24 revenues of 2,425 less its cost of $2 , 500 . That 

25 results in a utility shareholder benefit or burden of 
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1 what? 

2 A You ' re 75 mills short. 

3 Q There ' s a burden on the shareholders ot 75 

4 mills. Would the utility then engage in that 

5 opportunity sa l e given that is tho end result? 

6 A No. 

7 Q So it we assume that the utility would not 

8 engage in t hose sales, what would be the average price 

9 paid by tho retajl customers? Would it be the 2,100 

10 that results from the opportunity sale under the 

11 current system, or tho 2,200 that results Crom the 

12 actual average cost for retail times the actual 

lJ average sales? 

14 A I ' m sorry. What were you asking me? Which 

15 number were you asking me for? 

16 Q Given that the utility would not engage in 

17 the opportunity sale under the OPC's method becau~~ it 

18 would lose $75.00, what then would be the average - -

19 or what would have been the total retail fuel cost 

20 that you recovered? 

21 A 2,200 mills. 

22 Q Is that a number larger or smaller than what 

23 the retail customer would pay had the company engaged 

24 in the opportunity sale and been permitted to treat it 

25 under the current system without OPC ' s proposed 
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1 change? 

2 A The 2,200 versus 2,100, so 100 mills more 

3 cost. 

4 Q Retail customers, then, would be better off 

5 under the current system with the opportunity sale 

6 than they would be with the OPC system wjthout the 

7 opportunity sale? 

8 A That looks that way in this example. 

9 MR . STONE : Commission Deason, I have two 

10 more handouts that basically document what Mr. Ramil 

11 has testified to through thia hypothetical that I'd 

12 like to distribute. 

13 

14 

COMMI SSIONER DEASON : Please do so. 

KR. STONE: Mr. Ramil, while I was handing 

15 those out, did you have an opportunity to review the 

16 two sheets I've just given you, e:ntitled "Hypothetical 

17 Case 1," and "Hypothetical Case 2." 

18 

19 two. 

20 

21 

A 

Q 

I've finished with 1. I'm still looking at 

Please take your time. 

COMMISSIONER DEASON! r:r. Ramll, we're going 

22 to give you a long time to look at that, because we're 

23 going to bredk !or lunch at this point. And I aosumo 

24 Staff is still wanting to break at 11:30; is that 

25 ccrrect? 
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1 

2 

KB. JOHNSON: Ies. 

COMMISSIONER DEASON: We're going to break 

3 for lunch and will resume with Mr. Ramil ' s cross 

4 examination at 12:30. 

5 (Thereupon, lunch recess was taken from 

6 11:30 a.m.) 

7 - - - - -

8 COMMISSIONER DEASON: Call the hearing back 

9 to order. Mr. Stone, I believe you have a preliminary 

10 matter; is that correct? 

~ 1 MR. STONE: Yes , Commissioner Deason. If ve 

12 could return to the 0007 docket briefly. As I 

l3 indicated earlier this morning , we have revised 

14 schedules that correspond with what has previously 

15 been identified and introduced in the record as 

16 Exhibit 5 . These revised schedules incorporate 011r 

17 new projection to accomplish an upgrade to the Crist 7 

18 flow monitors . And the bottom line of these schedules 

19 is that the factors hove not changed, and we'd simply 

20 like to have this additional packet, which I've 

21 distributed to everyone, identified as a supplement to 

22 Exhibit 5 for the record. 

23 COMMISSIONER DEASON: We ' ll jdontify it as 

24 Exhibit SA. And is there any objection to the 

25 acceptance of this into the record in the 07 dock~t? 
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1[ 

2 

3 

4 you may 

5 docket. 

6 

HS. JOHNSON: Staff has no objection . 

Mn. HOWE: No objection. 

COMMISSIONER DEASON: Very well. Mr. Stone, 

continue with your cross examination in the 01 

MR. STONE : Thank you, commissioner 

(By Mr. stone) Mr. Ramil, right before the 

8 lunch break, I handed out two additional pages that 

7 Q 

9 correspond with the hypothetical we've been working 

10 through this morning in this morning's session. Have 

11 you had a chance to review those two pages? 

12 

13 

¥es, I have . 

And would you agree that those two questions 

14 track the questions and answers thai: you had given 

15 previously? 

16 

17 

"ies, they do. 

MR. STONE! Commissioner Deason, it may be 

18 appropriate to go ahead a nd identify these additional 

19 two pages as part of the composite exhibit consistent 

20 with the first page you identiCiod earlier. 

21 COMMISSIONER DEASON : Yes. It will be part 

22 of Exhibit 37. 

23 (By Mr. stone) Mr. Ramil, I may have 

24 already asked this question. I t I have, please accept 

25 my apology. I believe that these two cases 
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11 demonstrate that the total retail fuel co.•t recovery 

2 would be lower under the current system ol allocating 

J costs lt $2,100 with the opportunity sale than it 

4 would be under either the current system or the OPC's 

5 proposal without the opportunity sale; is that 

6 correct? 

7 

8 

A 

Q 

That's correct . 

That difference, that $100 differe nce in the 

9 retail fuel cost recovery, that is a benefit from the 

10 opportunity sale to the retail customers, iL thdt 

11 correct, under the hypothetical? 

12 

lJ 

A 

0 

correct. 

I! the benefit came in ~omo other fashion, 

14 other than directly through the fuel clause, does that 

15 diminish the benefit on the retail customers? 

16 A No, it does not. And the example that you 

17 asked me to go through was an examplr of an economy 

18 sale transaction. There are other transactions, like 

19 this, where the benefits may come throuqh ano~hcr 

20 avenue other than the fuel Clduse. 

21 Q Can you elaborate on that? 

22 A For instance, the parLicul Dr ca~c that I'rn 

2J most familiar ~ith, which is Tampa Elcctric ' G, lor the 

24 wholenalc transactions that we are making dnd have 

25 been engaged in ami wore part of out· '92 l'llt<• cnoo , il 
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1 portion of those transactions were sales based on the 

2 incremental fuel pricing. In that rate case, 

3 $9 million of revenuo requirement was removed from the 

4 retail responsibility to the wholesale r esponsibility 

5 for those types of sales. And those direct benefits 

6 immediately began flowing to our customers when rates 

7 were placed into e xistence following our '92 rate 

8 case . so they are there, and they are flowing. And 

9 whatever happens down the road, the customers are 

10 assured to get theD. And that is a distinction in 

11 where those benefits are goinq verses the example that 

12 you gave. 

13 Q So if we characterize this example that 

14 those benefits are flowing through tl.e customers, not 

15 necessarily through the fuel clause but in some other 

16 fashion, the analysis would still hold the same? 

17 A Yes. I think the point is that in looking 

18 at this, that the pricing at incremental prices when 

19 you look at total economics will yield -- given the 

20 right deal will yield benefits to retail customers. 

21 And that's the total economics principle which I think 

22 has been used in looking at these types of sales 

23 priced on th~ increment in the p~st and should be used 

24 moving forward. 

25 Q Would you agree that it appears that OPC's 
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1 position is focusing exclusively on fuel in isolation 

2 from the total cost to the consumer? 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Yes, and I roached that conclusion. It 

appears that they define fuel priced at less than 

average as a noneconomic transaction, and that's just 

incorrect. 

Q Does the customer really care about anything 

other than his total bill? 

~ I think that's the bottom line to customers. 

10 That's what they e nd up paying. That's wha t they pay 

11 for each month, is the sum of thu total bill . 

12 Q If fuel can be sold at incremental but other 

13 benefits from t he opportunity transaction reduce the 

14 customer's total bill, isn ' t the retuil customer 

15 better off? 

16 

17 Q 

Yes. 

Are wholesale transactions regulated by the 

18 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission? 

19 

20 

Yes, they are. 

On Page 15 of your testimony you made 

21 reference to a FERC determination that focusing 

22 exclusively on fuel did not capture the entire 

23 economic impact of ttlc transaction . Do you recall 

24 that testimony? 

25 Yes. 
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24G 

1 I Q Could you elaborate on what the FERC was 

2 1 determining? I believe it indicatod it was consistent 

3 with prior decisions of the ~lorida Public Service 

4 Commission. 

Yes. This very issue was r aised by Florida 

6 Power Corporation Lt the FERC probably, my 

7 recollection is about a year and-~-half ago. The FERC 

8 ruled in this manner in favor of Tampa Electric, and 

9 the b~ttom lin~ of their decision was a strong 

10 decision indicating you need to look at the total 

11 econooics of the transaction. 

12 Q Has the Florida Public Service Commiss~on 

13 approved spot or incremental -- use of spot or 

14 incremental fuel prices in the economic dispatch of 

15 generating units in Florida? 

16 A Yes. I believe earlier in my testimony here 

17 today I made reference to the approval of a specific 

18 long-term contract that Tampa Electric was involved in 

19 that was approved in '87 . At the some tlmc in that 

20 hearing, the Commission approved the use of 

21 incremental fuel prices for dispatching units for 

22 making economy sales and for some other sales that 

23 Tampa Electric waE invol ved in . 

24 Q And was the basis of that tinding in order 

25 to minimize the overall production costs !rom those 
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1 units? 

2 'les, it was. 

In your opinion then, has the PSC detcr ... :!.ned 

4 that the use of spot or incremental fuel prices for 

5 dispatch costs captures -- let me rephrase that. 

6 Do you know whether the PSC has determined 

7 that spot or incremental di&patch costs represent the 

8 correct incremental cost to pay cogenerators for 

9 as-available energy? 

10 

11 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

Based on those two determinations then, 

12 would you agree that the Commission has determined 

13 that consistent with economic theory, that in on 

14 incremental sale, the incremental cost, if that's 

15 collected through that sale, captures all of the 

16 additional cost of making that sale? 

17 A Yes. And in my testimony and as I speak 

18 out, I usc the term "incremental " and "discretionary 

19 sales'' kind of in the same manner. Sales that you are 

20 not required by law to make, but sales that you might 

21 choose to make to improve the economics of your 

22 systen:. 

23 The issue of how the fuel ia pric~d on a 

24 wholesale sale also bears on how generating units arP 

25 dispatched in the state . If you price wholesale sales 
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1 only on average ~uel costs as decisions arc being made 

2 throughout the state whether to buy under that 

3 contract at the average fuel price or run the units at 

4 their incremental dispatch price, you can get a 

5 distortion in the economics. And i f you l1ave 

6 wholesale sales offerings to potential customers where 

7 you offer the incremental price, then it dispatches 

8 well, verses other alternatives , and the customer is 

9 more likely to be able co use it around the c l ock and 

10 you can charge a higher margin on the total sale as a 

11 result of that. So the decisions to use incremental 

12 fuel prices for ~ispatching units in the state has a 

13 bearing on how wholesale contracts are priced as well. 

14 MR. STONl: : Thank you. I l1ave no further 

15 questions for this witness. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

COMMISSIONER DEASON: Mr. HcGee. 

CROSS EXAMIN~TION 

BY MR . McGEE: 

Q I'd like to be clear on one point that -- I 

was not following Mr. Stone 's questioning. Were you 

here when Mr. Wieland testified this morning? 

A 

Q 

Yes, I was. 

Do yc~ disagree with his testimony that no 

24 one in this proceeding is contending that the Florida 

25 brokers shouldn't work just in the way that it's 
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l working now7 

2 A Well, I'm not sure. Because the testimony 

3 doesn't always match the positions taken in my direct 

4 testimony. Public Counsel's position on the issue at 

5 that time was different than what it has evolved to. 

6 And their position at that time clearly involved 

7 effectively eliminating broker sales or requjring 

B utilities to price broker sales at average fuel costs , 

9 which given that requirement would just eliminate 

10 broker sales. 

11 

12 

l~ 

14 

15 

16 

17 

lB 

19 

20 

21 

Q But tha t point has been clarified then, 

hasn 't it , in Public Counsel ' s subsequent testimony? 

A I don ' t know if it has or has not. The 

questions I was asked by Mr. Stone uarlier were based 

on Public Counsel's posi t ion. 

Q Yes. And I 'm wanting to know now that that 

position has been elaborated on in the form of actual 

prefiled testimony . Do you still have any doubt in 

your mind that anyone wants to have the broker 

adversely affected? 

A I don 't know . I mean, there ' s a mismatch. 

2~ Q Is there any question in your mind about 

23 Florida Power ' s position? 

24 A No. I think I heard Mr. Wieland say this 

25 morning that the broker wouldn't be included which is 
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11 especially intriguing because if you are making a 

2 discretionary sale, whicb the broker is, and you make 

3 it on a short-term basis, what ' s the difference if you 

4 make a longer term sale like the ones that have been 

5 questioned with respect to Tampa Electric? I n fact, 

6 if it's good enough for the broker, it ' s questionable 

7 aG to why it wouldn't be good enough for lonqer term 

8 sales . 

9 As we look at our margins on the broker, 

10 they are mostly less than $5 per megawatt hour. As we 

11 look at our margins on these type of sales, they are 

12 up in the high teens or closer to $20 so there ' s a lot 

lJ more benefits going to our customers trom these types 

14 of sales. So I fail t o see why there ' s the 

15 distinction. And why, okay, for one type of sale and 

16 why not for the other. 

17 Q And that was the purpose of my question, 

18 that there may be some disagreement or perhups 

19 confusion on some of the applications of incremental 

20 pricing. But I ' m trying to establlsh whether there ' s 

21 any disagreement that incremental pricing is 

22 appropriate for broker sales. 

23 Have you read the testimony o( Public 

24 Counsel's Witness Larkin? 

25 Yes . 
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1 Q And is it your understanding that he clearly 

2 states in that testimony that Public Couns(:l does not 

3 intend for his position to apply in a way that would 

4 adversely affect the current use of tlte broker? 

5 That ' s what his testimony says . My 

6 testimony this morning was a response to questions 

7 asked about the OPC position. 

8 Q You indicated earlier that there had been a 

9 FERC decision concerning a similar issue that was 

10 pending before them in a proceeding that involved 

11 Florida Power corporation. Is it your understanding 

12 that that FERC decision is final? 

13 That FERC decision ls final. There has been 

14 a petition for rehearing which is set up at FERC for, 

15 I think, in excess of 12 months now. 

16 Q 

17 acted on? 

18 

19 

20 

21 

A 

And that petition for rehearing has not been 

That ' s correct. 

MR. McGEE : That's all I have. Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER DEASON: Mr. Howe. 

~~ . HOWE: Thank you. Chairman Deason, 

22 Mr. Larl<in is going to distribute a document. 1 don't. 

23 think we need an exhibit number. I just want to use 

24 it to address ~orne questions to Mr. Ramil . It's Page 

25 11 from Exhibit 28 which is already in the record. 
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1 CROSS EXAMINATION 

2 BY HR. HOWE: 

3 

4 

5 

Q 

A 

Q 

Hello, Mr. Remil. 

Good afternoon . 

What we have handed out is Page 11 from 

6 EXhibit 28 which is the final true-up calculations for 

7 the period october 1995 through March 1996, a 

8 testimony exhibit sponsored by Tampa Electric's 

9 Witness Mary Joe Pennino. And I just want to use this 

10 as a vehicle to ask you a few questions. 

11 Starting with Line 1, the Company calculates 

12 its fuel cost of system net generation on a weighted 

lJ average inventory basis , doe& it not? 

14 

15 

A 

Q 

I believe so. 

And the Company actually expenses its fuel 

16 on that weighted average invento~y baois on its books 

17 and records; isn't that correct? 

18 A I believe so. 

19 Q And that would be true for all sales, would 

20 it not? By that I mean retail sales, wholesale -- all 

21 wholesale: economy, separated whole~alo, nonseparated 

22 wholesale, everything is expensed on the company ' s 

23 bookR on a weiqhted tsvcrage invcnLory baais? 

24 

25 

A 

Q 

I don't know the answer to that. 

If you ' d look on Lines 16 through 19, it 
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1 reflects fuel cost or Schedule D separated sales, 

2 Schedule D jurisdictional sales, G jurisJictional 

J sales and J jurisdiclional sales . These arc the 

4 off-system sales that we arc talking about in this 

5 proceeding, 1s it not? 

6 A The Tampa P.loctric sales which are priced at 

7 incremental tuel? 

8 

9 

10 

Q 

A 

Q 

Yes, sir. 

Yes. 

And although the lines are labeled as fuel 

11 costs of those various types of sales, in fact, what 

12 Tampa Electric shows there is the revenues th~y 

l3 received from those types of salesi isn ' t that 

1 4 correct? 

15 A That ' s the revenues that the Company 

16 receives from the sales . And the revenues are 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

calculated and priced based on the incremental cost of 

fuel from the units that participate in the sale . 

Q And we are speaking here of fuel revenues, 

are we not? 

Yes. 

22 Q so what we have, basically then, since the 

23 entry on Line 22 is a subtraction from the total cost 

24 of system not generation plus purchase power, tho 

25 smaller the deduction made for these off-system sales, 
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1 the larger the total fuel and ne~ power tt·ansact ions 

2 that are going to bo apportioned to the rc.tail 

3 jurisdiction; is that correc~? 

'I A The smaller thiS' number 

5 Q The smaller t .he number shown on Line 22, 

6 which is the total of fuel cost of economy sales, gain 

7 on economy sales, and the fuel cost of the various 

8 schertules where you impose incremental pricing --

9 

10 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

-- all right, the smaller that number, the 

11 larger the total fuel and net power transactions cost 

12 that's going to be apportioned to the retlil 

13 jurisdiction. Would you agree? 

14 

15 

A 

Q 

I would agree. 

Mr. Ramil, in your pretiled direct testimony 

16 on Page 4, at the bottom of the page, Lines 36 through 

17 39, and it continues over to the first line on Page 5, 

18 you refer to incremental fuel costs for certain 

19 off -system sales to the extent that tho Jncremontal 

20 fuel cost is lower than average fuel cost. could you 

2 1 explain what you mean by incrementa! fuel cost to the 

22 extent that it ' s less than average? 

23 

24 

.:!5 

11 

Q 

11 

You arc on Page 4? 

Page 4 of your pre!iled direct costimony. 

Okay . 
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1 Q At the bottom of the page, Lines 36 through 

2 39. 

3 ]\ Yes. What was your question? 

4 Q Let me phrase my question this way, 

5 Mr. Ramil. Doee Tampa Electric have some wholesale 

6 customers which it charges either incremental fuel 

7 cost or average fuel cost, whichever is lowe:-? 

8 ]\ No. 

9 Q Does it charge all of its -- let me label 

10 them Schedule D customers -- incremental fuel cost? 

11 ]\ I think so . I thir.k all those that are 

12 characterized as Schedule D a r e incremental. 

13 MR. HOWE: Chairman Deason, I'd ask for an 

14 e xhibit number . 

15 (By Hr. Howe) Mr. Ramil, we are going to 

16 pass out a document which I hope will help us identify 

17 which of your sales are at incremental fuel cost. 

18 COMMISSIONER DEASON: This will be 

19 Exhibit 38 . 

20 (Exhibit 38 marked for identification.) 

21 (By Mr. Howe) Mr. Rnmil, this document is 

22 the Company's responses to Interrogatory 7 from 

23 Staff's first set of interrogatories in Docket 

24 960409-EI . This was the recently concluded hearing on 

25 the addition of the Polk Power Station to tho 
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1 rompany's rate base. And it you'd leaf through this, 

2 you'll notice that it purports to give us a listing o f 

3 all of the wholesale customers. And I'd ask you to 

4 refer first, please, to what is -- the u~tc stamp, the 

5 number at the bottom of the page is 28. 

G KR. BEASLEY: can Hr. Ramil have a moment 

7 just to run through the document and look at it in its 

8 entirety . 

9 COMMISSIONER DEASON: Certainly. 

10 MR. DEASLEY: I might point out, Hr. Ramil 

11 did not participate, to my knowledge, and hu's not 

12 shown as having participated in the preparation of 

13 this docket. And I don ' t know personally the extent 

14 to which he's comfortable in responding to any 

\5 questions based on this docket, but I would like to 

1G certainly have any questions propounded to him 

17 regarding this document asked in that vein. 

18 MR . HOWE: I have no problem with that. 

~ITNESS RAMIL: Okay. I've thumbed through 

10 it. What's your question? 

21 Q (By Kr. Hove) Okay, Hr. Rami! with 

22 referenc":l to p'lge Bate stamped 28, this document shows 

23 a 10 megawatt sale to the florida Municipal Power 

24 Agency, service beginning on June l, 1~92, ~nd 

25 continuing through December 31, 1996, as a Schedule D 
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1 sale . Do you happen to know whether, in fact , Tampa 

2 Electr ic is curr e ntly ~aking such a sale? 

J 

1\ 

5 

6 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Yes, we are . 

And is this a sale out of Big Bend station? 

Yes. 

And are you charging -- is this what wo 

7 would refer to as a sale where the fuel cost is at the 

8 incremental cost? 

9 A Yes. If you look under '' Chdrges,'' the 

10 second paragraph, it says the fuel charge is 

11 calculated usi ng the cost of incremental coal 

12 purchases for Big Bend station . 

lJ 

14 

Wha~ kind of units are at Big Bend station? 

Coal fired . 

15 Q And there are four coal-fired units at Big 

16 Dend; is that correct ? 

17 A Yes. 

18 Q Big Bend Units 1 through 4? 

19 A Right. 

20 Q How many coal piles do you have at Big Bend 

21 station? Do you know? 

22 A I have no idea . 

23 Q Do you know whether you use n different fuel 

24 supply or a different type of coal in terms of its 

25 sulfur content, ash content, and so forth, for the 
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1 various units? 

2 A I know that we keep a supply of different 

J fuels to meet our environmental requirements. We have 

4 different fuel purchase contracts . We have different 

5 piles that feed blending bins. But I don ' t know 

6 specifically what is there. 

7 Q Do you know whether Tampa Electric has uome 

8 of its coal supply for Big Bend station under 

9 long-term contrac~ and fulfills other n~eds there by 

10 purchasing spot coal? 

11 A Yes. We have, for tho Company' s coal needs, 

12 about 60% to 70\ of our retail requirements. Our 

13 retail sales requirements is under contract. The 

14 rest, including all that we use f o r dLscretionary 

15 sales, is purchased on a spot market. 

16 2 Is it the Company ' s position that tho coal 

17 at Big Bend station obtained undor long-term contracts 

18 is committed to its retail customers? 

19 Yes. 

20 2 Would you refer, Mr. Ramil, to Bate stamp 

21 29, Wh3t has been identified as Exhlbit 38? 

22 A Yes. I've thumbed through this . !C you 

23 want to move through it quicker, I can tell you whic h 

24 ones are at the incr~mental fuel pricing if that's 

25 what you ' re after. 
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Q Yes, sir. 1 

2 A Okay . It's esse~tially the onPs that say it 

3 in the write-up. on Page 29, city o! Fort Meade, 

4 second paragraph under charges, "The Cuel c harge is 

5 calculated usin g tho cost of incremental coal 

6 purchases ." 

7 Page 30 , city of wauchula , the same 

a paragraph, the same sentence. 

9 Page 31 , city of St . Cloud . 

10 Q Excuse me On 31, that one shows s ervice 

11 e nding on May 31 , 1996 . Do you know whether that ' s an 

1 2 active contract? 

13 A That contrac t may have expired . We have 

14 another one u nder our requirements s e t vice that starts 

15 up with St . Cloud . 1 don't know if they are exactly 

16 back to back . 

17 Q Al l right. I'm sorry . Would you continuo 

18 with 

19 Okay . Where was J? Page Jl, St. Cloud. 

20 The next page, Page 32, Reedy Cree}: improvement 

21 district. And then the city of New Smyrna Beach . 

22 Q And that would be on Pag~ 33, correct? 

23 correct . Now, those ere all the longer term 

24 separated sales that have tho incremental fuel price 

25 associated with them. 
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1 Q What other types of long-term wholesal~ 

2 sales is Tampa Electric making out of Big Bend 

J station, or out of any of those specific units at Big 

4 Bend station? 

5 A Well, we are making the sale of capacity and 

6 energy from Biq Bend 4 to Hardee Power Partners and 

7 ultimately to Seminole Electric under our Hardee Power 

8 Station transaction. Tha~'s from Big Bend 4. 

9 And ~o are also making some all requirements 

10 type sales which would be serviced by all the units on 

11 our system. 

12 What is the capacity committed under the 

13 Hardee Power Partners or Seminole Electric Cooperative 

14 contract? 

15 A The capacity committed is the limited use of 

16 145 megawatts of the Big Bend 4 capacity. 

17 Q Does Hardee Power Partners -- and through 

18 Hardee Power Partners, Seminole Electric 

19 Cooperative -- have first call on that 145 megawatts 

20 at Big Bend 4 during the times that Seminole needs it? 

21 

22 

A 

Q 

23 Bend 4? 

No, they don't. 

Does anybody have a priority call on Big 

I'm sorry. I thought you had asked about 

25 Hardee Power s ·tation. 
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1 Q No, I'm sorry. I was epeaking of Hardee 

2 Power Partners. The l45 megawatts at Big Bend 4 

3 committed to Hardee Power Partnets, and through them 

4 to the Seminole Electric Cooperative. Does Seminole 

5 Electric Cooperative hav~ a priority commitment for 

6 that 145 megawatts? 

7 A Seminole Electric can call on that 

8 145 megawatts as long as they have not exceeded the 

9 energy limitation in that agreement. 

10 Q So if they have not exceeded the energy 

11 limitation in the agreement for all your generating 

12 capacity at Big Bend station, even these Scheduled D 

13 sales to these various entities such as Florida 

14 Municipal Power Agency, and the city Fort Meade, city 

15 of Wauchula, those would be subject to the 145 

16 megawatt commitment to Seminole, would they not? 

17 

18 Bend. 

.19 

20 

A 

Q 

A 

Those are coming from the four units at Big 

'les, sir. 

And their availability is dictated by only 

21 the availability of those four units. 

22 0 And of those four units, Big Bend 4 has a 

23 prior commitment to Seminole in the amount oC 145 

24 megawatts under certain conditions; is that correct? 

25 A It has a concurrent commitment to Seminole. 
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1 Q All right . Do the Sched~le D wholesale 

2 customers have a priority claim to the Big Band 

3 station sales about tho retail jurisdiction and the 

4 full requirements wholesale customers? 

5 As long as there are megawatts available at 

6 Big Bend stat~on, these customers are served. If 

7 there are no megawatts available at Big Bend station, 

8 they are not served. 

9 Q What would be the priority or the sequence 

10 of interruption if you needed to interrupt retail 

11 customers, wholesale customars under Schedule D, or 

12 full requirements wholesale customers because of a 

lJ loss of capacity at eig Bend station? 

14 If capacity was lost at B~g Bend station, 

15 these customers would be interrupted first. 

16 

17 

Q 

A 

18 specific. 

19 

20 customers? 

21 

22 

A 

Q 

Which customers 2re interrupted first? 

All the ones that are Big Bend station sale 

Would they be interrupted before your retail 

With the loss of Big Bend station, yes. 

I guess -- l'm sorry, I phrased that wrong. 

23 Let's assume yuu have a loss ~t another source. Let ' s 

24 say at Gannon, Hookers Point, or some of your other 

25 units, such that, basic~lly, you do not have adequate 
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1 capacity but you have adequate capacity at Big Bend 

2 station to meet your Schedule D and your Seminole 

3 requirements tor ~ig Bend 4. If it was necessary to 

4 interrupt retail customers or Schedule 0 cuato~ers or 

5 full requirements wholesale customers, what would be 

6 the order of interruption? 

7 A The order of interruption would be -- if 

8 there ' s capacity st1ll at Biq Bend you are saying? 

9 

10 

Q 

A 

Yes, oir. 

The order of interruption would be -- of 

11 course we ' d exercise our interruptible service 

12 customers. We'd exercise load management. We'd look 

13 to buy. And if there was no power availablP to buy, 

14 then we'd start to produce load among our full 

15 requirements wholesale customers and our retail 

16 customers. 

17 Mr. Ramil, if you have long-term contract 

18 coal at Big Bond station and if, when capacity is 

19 available at Big Bond, you would interrupt firm retail 

20 customers before you wo•1ld interrupt your Schedule 0 

21 and your Seminole Electric Cooperative commitment, 

22 doesn ' t that suggest that your retail and your full 

23 requirements wholesale customers aru your mnrginnl 

24 customers out of Big Bend station? 

25 A Not necessarily. When you look at the 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

minimum loads you can carry at Big Bend stat1on, 

there's more than ample capacity to car-y these small 

sales that we are making to improv~ the system 

economics. 

Q But if Big Bend station is up and running 

and you ' ve got adequate capacity to meet these 

Scheduled D sales out of Big Bend station, as well as 

the Seminole Electric Cooperative commitment, you arc 

not going to interrupt those customers until after you 

interrupt y~ur firm retail and wholesale cus~omers; is 

t hat correct? 

A If there ' s capacity at Big Bond otation. 

!3 Now, I need to point out that your mlxing different 

14 kinds of sales, and, you know, we went tllrough a lot 

15 of these same questions when you were asking me about 

16 the prudency of those very sales at our rate case . 

17 And the question of the prudency, reliability, aMd 

18 risk of making these sales does not have any bearing 

19 on how fuel is priced. 

20 Tho Big Bend 4 sale that you rcCcrred to, 

21 the Hardee Power Partners, ultimately, the Seminole 

22 Electric has made it average fuel pricing. And you ' ve 

23 lumped that together with the others and ~rc asking me 

24 kind of ono sot o! questions common to all o1 them . 

25 Let mo rephrase it then . Lot me rephrase it 
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1 this way. Would you agree that your wholesale 

2 customers, other than yoJr full requirements wholesale 

J customers, have a priority claim to tho generation out 

4 of Big Bend station over all of your retail customers? 

5 A They have a priority claim to a certain 

6 number of megawatts out of Big Bend station. They 

7 have no claim to any megawatts ou~ of the ro~t or our 

~ station -- out of the rest of our system. 

9 But you charge them based on the incremental 

10 fuel cost at Big Bend station, do you not? 

11 A Correct. 

12 0 Does n 't incremental fuel cost suggest that 

13 it ' s the coot of fuel above those who hnvc n prio¥ity 

14 claim? 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

'-2 

23 

No. I think it reflects tho pricing of the 

fuol on those sales which you may choose to make as a 

decision, the discretionary sales. 

Q And those sales you are mdkJng out of Big 

Bend station to your Schedule D customers receive an 

incremental fuel cost in the pricing, your expensing 

that. fuel on a weighted average inventory basis on 

your Schedule A-1, arc you not? 

Whlch sales are you talking about? 

24 0 Woll, I guooo I should say all of your sales 

25 out of Big nond station. In fact, nil of your sules 
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1 out of all of your units arc being expensed out of 

2 your inventory on a weighted average inv.!ntory basis? 

J A Those wore tho fuel e~pen~ca you referred to 

4 on the lines oC this chart that you gave me? 

5 

6 

7 

Q 

A 

Q 

Yes, sir. 

Yes. 

With rc(eren~e to the Schedule D sales shown 

8 on Exhibit 38, for example, on Page 28, the sale to 

9 the Florida Municipal Power Agency, it retera to the 

10 actual cost ~f spot coal. How do you define actual 

11 cost of spot coal for purposes of your Schedule D 

12 sales? 

lJ A It ' s the spot coal that we arc buying ;n the 

14 given month. 

15 Well, for example, is it necessarily some 

16 spot coal you actually have, or ono of the coal piles 

17 at Big Bend station? 

18 A It is tho spot coal that you nre buying at 

19 that point in time. It ' s reflective ot tho price of 

20 that fuel at that point in time. 

21 Q For example, let ' s assume the spot price ot 

22 c~al what would be a reasonable spot price of coal 

23 for Big Bend station, say, today? Do you hnvo nn 

'4 approximatior? 

25 A $1.50 a million Btus. 
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1 Okay. Let ' s say $1.50 a million Btus. 

2 ~ould that be a price then that you would charge to a 

3 Schedule D customer subject to incremental pricing? 

4 A Yes. 

5 0 Would you necessarily have purchased any 

6 coal for $1.50 a million Btu and have it on the coal 

7 pile, or would this possibly be the next increment of 

8 coal that you are going to purchase? 

9 A That is the most recent increment of coal we 

10 have purchased. 

11 

12 

13 plant. 

14 

Has it been delivered? 

It may have or it may bo en route to the 

Does it have any transportation costs in its 

15 price to a Schedule D customer subject to incremental 

16 cost pricing? 

17 Of course . It's the price delivered to the 

18 plant. 

19 And is that an averaged transportation cost, 

20 or is that also an incremental transportation cost? 

21 That is an incremental transportation cost. 

22 our transportation contracts arc structured so there's 

23 base charges and incremental charges above a certain 

24 volume. 

25 0 So then is it assumed that these Schedule 0 
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1 customers, for example, the Florida Municipal Power 

2 Ageney, even though they have a priority claim to the 

3 generation out of Sig Bend station, are receiving 

4 i ncremental fuel costs including incremental 

5 transportation costs? 

6 Same as economy's price, same as units arc 

7 dispatched. 

a Q Are units dispatched on tho price of coal 

9 that you actually have purchased, or are they 

10 dispatched on the price of your next increment of coal 

11 that you are going to purchase? 

12 A The same method I just described for the 

13 pricing of these sales. 

14 Well, which is it? Is ic the next increment 

15 you are going to purchase or the last increment you 

16 purchased, what you filed? 

17 A What you just purchased. 

18 Q Okay. Mr. Rami!, in answers t~ some earlier 

19 questions, and I think in your summary also and in 

20 your prefiled testimony, you referred to the treatment 

21 the Company received in its last rate case . 

22 MR. BOWE : Chairman Deason, I'm going to 

23 distribute a f~w pages from CommissJon Order 

24 PSC-93-0165-FOF-EI, which is the final order be!ore 

25 reconsideration in the Utility's last rate case. I 
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1 would just ask the Commission take official notice of 

2 it. 

3 

4 Q 

COMMISSIONER DEASON: Very well. 

(By Mr. Howe) Mr. Ramil, you testified on 

5 behalf of Tampa Electric Company in their 1992 case, 

6 did you not? 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

A 

Q 

Yes . 

And have you had a chance in the past to 

review this ColDl11ission Order 93-0165? 

A Yes, I have, in the past. 

MR . .BEASLEY: Commissioner, if I could just 

inquire. I'm assuming that you've requested official 

notice of the entire order? 

MR . ROWE: Yes, sir . This is just an 

15 excerpt for purposes of questions . I don't believe 

1 6 it's necessary to introduce as an exhibit, or I don't 

t7 even think it's really necessary to ask the commission 

18 to take official notice of one of its orders; I think 

19 we can always do that in br iefs or argument if we 

20 choose to do so . 

21 MR. BEASLEY: That's fine. And we may have 

22 portions of this order we want to refer to later 

23 ourselves. 

24 

25 

MR. BOWE: Oh, certainly, certainly. 

MR. BEASLEY: Thank you . 
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1 Q (By Kr. Howe) And the only reason I bring 

2 this up is because, as I und~rstand it, you referred 

3 to the treatment the Commission gave in thP. last rate 

4 case to certain off- system sales. 

5 If you'd look at Page 13, Mr . Ramil. And 

6 looking at -- let's see, one, two, three, four -- the 

7 fifth full paragraph on that page. The Commission 

8 separated the cost of the four firm Schedul e 0 

9 customers you had at the time of your last rate case 

10 on the basis of the investment in all gonerating 

11 plant , did it not? 

12 

13 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

It did not make an incremental adjustment in 

14 the separation; is that correct? 

15 No. The Company proposed different ways to 

16 do it . Different ways were discussed. The ~taff 

17 ultimately wanted it done this way. 

18 Q And the parties, including Tampa Electric, 

19 stipulated to that treatment, did they no+:? 

20 A Yes. 

21 Q Currently, Mr. Rami 1, is the incremental 

22 cost of coal at Big Bend station loos than the average 

23 embedded cost of coal on the piles at that station? 

24 A I ' m not familiar with the term ''average 

25 embedded costs" relative to coal, but it's loss than 
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! the average cost . 

2 Q Okay . Less than che average co~t, and it 

3 would also be less th~n the average weighted coot used 

4 by this Commission to quantify the tot al fuel cost 

5 system net generation for Tampa Electric, would it 

6 not? 

7 1\ 'les. 

8 MR . BO'IfE: I have no further questions. 

9 Thank you very mu~h. 

10 

11 

12 

COMMYSSIONER DEJ\SONI Ms . Kaufman. 

KS. XAUPMAN: I have no questions. 

COMKISSIONER DEASON: Staff. 

13 C~OSS EXAMINATION 

14 BY MS . JOHNSON: 

15 

16 

17 

Q 

A 

Q 

Good afternoon, Mr. Ramil . 

Good afternoon. 

'lou testified that if utilities were 

of 

18 required to charge average generation of fu~l cost, 

19 then many of the benefits associated with the Florida 

20 energy broker and other short term wholesale 

21 transactions would be reduced; is that correct? 

22 

23 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

Having read the testimony of thb oLher 

24 witnessc~ on this is~ue, would it be fair to say that 

25 most ot the parties appear to bo concerned with tho 
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1 use of incremental fuel pricing in situations where 

2 the sale results in a separdtion of rate base from 

J retail jurisdiction? 

~ A Yes. I think we just went through that with 

5 Mr. McGee, and I think the issue is that the testimony 

6 says that the questions I was asked this morning was 

7 on the OPC position which doesn't say that. 

8 Q If I understand! TECO's position, it's that 

9 the use of incremental fuel pricing for separated 

10 sales is appropriat~ for the Company Lo then disco~nt 

11 the fuel factor if doing so enables the Company to 

12 make a sale that provides overall benefits to the 

1J general body of ratepayers; is that correct? 

14 

15 

16 

,. 
Q 

A 

May I just state what our position is? 

Sure. 

our position is. tloat the pol icy this 

17 Commission has reviewed, going back to cases in 1987 

18 with respect to these type of discretionary sales and 

19 incremental fuel pricing, is that the standard for 

20 prudency, should you do this or not, is a 

21 demonstration of total net economic benefits to 

22 customers. And that is the business policy that we 

2J use at Tampb Electric in deciding whether to make 

24 these sales or not. 

25 If we con make tho sale nnd do it in a 
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1 manner where we can get ~ high fuel cost, a higher 

2 total cost than that, we are selling ou~ p~oduct; we 

3 love to do that. But if it requires thac incremental 

4 pricing to make the sale to achieve those benefits and 

5 captur e those benefits for ou~ system and our 

6 customers and their net benefits, then it should be 

7 something that we ought to do. 

8 Further, the issue of whether the Comruission 

9 has the opportunity to review these, the commission 

10 has. The Commission has back in '87, the commission 

'11 has reviewed our field treatment . In fuel adjustment 

12 hearings the Commission looked in great detail. Many 

l3 of the same questions that I was asked by Mr. Howe 

14 today, I was asked for several houru in our 1992 rate 

15 case reviewing all these sales . And some of those 

16 sales have expired and new ones with the same entities 

17 have replaced them. The issue came up again, should 

18 we continue the same treatment of these sales, in the 

19 fuel adjustment hearing. Last year, in 1995, they 

20 were addressed again . 

21 The summary of that is that th~ policy that 

22 the Commission expressed before in demonstrating 

23 benefits should continue to be the policy, and the 

24 existing forms that the Commission has to look at 

25 whether these sales make sense or arc prudent or not 
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1 exists already. 

2 Would you agree that in TECO's last rdte 

J case the focus of the issues was on assigning capital 

4 cost of the wholesale jurisdiction through a 

5 jurisdictional separation factor for the purpose of 

6 establishing ba3e r ates , retail base rates? 

7 A I would agree t hat that was part of ~he 

8 issues relativ e to our sales . There were a whole 

9 series of issues related to prudency, should we be 

~o making these sales , do they make sense. I can recall 

11 in discovery producing all o( the contracts, how ~11 

12 the pricing was done . And I can recall answering 

lJ severa l questions along the lines of why are these 

14 sales being made and what arc the benefits of the 

15 sales. So I think the separation was part o! the 

16 total issues related to the review of those sales. 

17 Q But to the best of your recollection, was 

18 there a specific issue in TECO ' s last rate case that 

19 addres~ed tho overall effect that neparated sales had 

20 on TECO ' s general body of ratepayers? 

21 

22 

23 

A 

Q 

A 

I believe there was. 

Did that include the fuel component? 

I think it included all components of the 

24 sale. Again, the entire contracts were items of 

25 discovery and of questions of me in the proceeding. 
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1 The contracts thcmsel ves ,, the length, the pricing, all 

2 those were issues. 

3 Q Do you have a copy of the entire Tampa 

4 Electric order in the last rate case? 

5 A No, I do not . I have the excerpts that 

6 Mr. Howe provided me. 

7 Q Can you refer ue to o particular section in 

8 the order that addressed the fuel component of ynur 

9 whvlesale sales? 

10 A If you would like me to go through that 

ll order now, I suppose I could . 

H Q We ' ll provide a copy for you. 

lJ A OkAy. (Witness tendered document.) 

14 How do you want me to go about this, there 

15 are 99 pages here. 

H Q Have you found a relerenc~? If you have 

17 just I want you to point it out for the record, 

18 that's all I'm asking. 

Ok~y. I ' m on Page 2, thoughi that's what 

20 I'm telling you. 

21 

22 

Q 

A 

Okay. 

Is there a particular place in the order 

23 that references are made to those typos of sales? 

2t. Q Yes. 

25 COHMJ:SSIONER DEASON: I think now would be a 
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l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

good time to take a lO-minute ~ecc~> , 

an opportunity to review this order. 

WITNESS RAMIL; Thank you . 

(Brief recess . ) 

give the witness 

We ' ll take 10. 

COMMISSIONER DEASON: Call the hearing back 

7 to order . 

a MS . JOHNSON: Commissioner Deason, in an 

9 attempt to shorten Mr . Ramtl looking through the 

10 entire order, I just want to focus on what Staff is 

11 really trying --the point that we a~e trying to make , 

12 and direct Mr . Ramil to look at Page 12, the last 

lJ paragraph on that page. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Q 

A 

Q 

(By Ms . Johnson) Are you there? 

The bottom of Page 12? 

Yes. 

Yes. 

Isn ' t it correct that in TECO's last rate 

19 case that the Commission's review of the 

20 jurisdictional separation only included consideration 

21 of capital and operating expense items and not fuel? 

22 

23 Q 

I don't think that's correct. 

Could you read the last paragraph beginning 

24 with, '"l'he jurisdictional separation study." Could 

25 you read that into the record, please? 
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1 A ''The jurisdiction~l separation study 

2 allocates rate base and operating expense items 

3 comprising the Company's total system cost of service 

4 between those customers served under the jurisdiction 

5 of the Public service Commission, retailer 

6 jurisdictional, and those served under the 

7 jurisdiction of the Federal Energy Regulatory 

8 Commission, wholesale or nonjur\sdictional.'' 

9 Q Since Tampa F.lectric ' s last rate case, has 

10 the Company made additional long-term sales that it 

11 considers separable from the retail jurisdiction? 

12 

13 

14 

A 

Q 

A 

Yes, we have. 

Do t hese sales use incremental fuel pricing? 

Some of them do. 

15 Q Since the Company ' s last rate case, have you 

16 amended contracts with existing companies that were 

17 separated from the retail jurisdiction at the time of 

18 the last rate case? 

A Either we may have amended or just have new 

20 contracts with some of them . 

21 Q Has this Commission conducted a pr~denco 

22 review that there are overall benefits to the general 

23 body of ratepayers associated with those new and 

24 amended contracts? 

25 My belief is that that's exactly what was 
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1 done in the rate case . 'l'he total contracts, all 

2 pieces of those contracts, were reviewed. There wer~ 

3 questions, interrogatories, interrogations on all of 

4 them. 

5 I read what it says here on the bottom of 

6 Page 12, and that speaks to what the jurisdictional 

7 separation study says. It doesn't say any other 

8 analysis that was performed by anyone. You know that 

9 that was exclusively what was done. 

10 Q In my last question I asked specifically 

11 about the contracts that TECO had nigned since tho 

12 last r ate case. Has the Commission reviewed those? 

13 J\ Oh, I ' m sorry. There was a review of those 

14 contracts in 1995. The issue I think that was brought 

15 ttp was since these were new contracts from what wao 

16 separated in the ' 92 rate case, t-ow should they be 

17 treAted. And the conclusion was that they were 

18 effectively replacements to those contracts , and the 

19 total amount that the Company still had was in line 

20 with the what the Company had at the time of the ' 92 

21 rate case, and the rates subsequent to that were 

22 ootabliohcd. so ~he same separation troaLmonL wns 

23 decided upon for those sales. 

Q In tho proceeding that you are reterrlnq to, 

25 was there an issue specifically to address fuel? 
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1 

2 Q 

3 testimony? 

4 

5 

A 

Q 

279 

I don't know. 

Can you turn to Page 5 of your direct 

Okay. 

I apologize, I'm going to have to strike 

6 that and move on. I think we have just a c ouple of 

7 questions left. 

8 For all separated sales, would it be 

9 reasonable for the Commission to require a utility to 

10 de~onstrate that there are overall economic benefits 

11 to the general body of ratepayers before the utility 

12 is allowed to credit anything less than system average 

13 or unit average fuel costs through the !uel recover 

14 clause? 

15 That ' s a long question. ~ think I ' ve got it 

16 all. 

17 I think it would be appropria te Cor this 

18 Commission to expect utilities to make decisions with 

19 respect to wholesale oales t.hc same way thoy expect 

20 utilities to make other decisions in running their 

21 business, and that's looking at what's the beat total 

22 net economic;s. The Commission should look at the 

23 utilities' prudency of making off-system s ales, making 

24 sure there are net benefits to retail customers. 

25 What I would caution, though, is that 
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1 there's the implication being made that the Commission 

2 only needs to look at those sales that are being made 

J on incremental fuel pricing, and those are the only 

4 ones that can result in a hurt to retail customers ' 

5 fuel costs, and that is not the case. You can make a 

6 sale that is based on average fuel pricing. Depending 

7 upon when the customer takes energy on that sule, you 

8 can raise the average fuel cost to the retail 

9 jurisdiction. A vecy real scenario and it does 

10 happen. 

11 If tho concern indeed is wholesale 

12 transactions driving up costs to retail ratepayers, 

1J then there should be no distinction into how fuel is 

14 priced; you should just be looking aL all wholesdle 

15 transactions. Now, that's not to say that because 

16 there are fuel impacts with a wholesale sale priced at 

17 incremental or priced at average that they are not 

18 good. Again, you have to go back to my original 

19 policy of looking at the net benefits of any of the 

20 transactions. 

21 And let me further say that as tho 

22 Commission looks at those things, the forms exist for 

23 looking at them. r•ve participated in them going back 

24 to '87 where we had this very issue originally arise 

25 with our contract for Bi9 Bend 4 sales to Florlda 
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1 Power dnd Light. That was done in a fuel ~djustment 

2 process. The issue came up; it was dealt with. The 

J decision was it made sense to do that because of net 

4 benefits to tho customer . We have forms for doing it. 

5 The broad policy ot net benefits is a good 

6 and appropriate pollcy that this Commission should 

7 carry forward to put a bunch of other arbitrary 

8 constraints on the types of sales that g~t reviews and 

9 don't get reviews is kind of nonsense if lhc real 

10 issue is we arc concerned about how wholuoalc sales 

11 aCtect retail customers . If you don't have that as a 

12 broad policy, then you allow people to Insert into 

13 those policies those things which protect the sal~s 

14 that they prefer to make from their system. 

15 our suggested policy to thu Commission is 

16 simple; look at the total net benefits of the 

17 transaction. 

18 Out of which units does Tampa Electric 

19 Company make wholesale sales that nrc priced using 

20 incremental fuel prices? 

21 A Big Bend station. 

22 Docs the Company intend to make wholesale 

23 sales using incremental fuel prices from the Polk IGCC 

24 Unit 1? 

25 No. We have none of those in our forecast, 
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1 and, in fact, we are hopeful that the wholesale sales 

2 market improves and allows some different pricing. In 

3 fact, our forecast of those types of sales that we 

4 have right now, the ones that are priced at system 

5 incremental peak this year, at effectively the level 

6 that was at our ' 92 rate case and then they decline 

7 and completely phase out by the end of 1999. 

8 Q Does Tampa Electric Company collect revenues 

9 from wholesale sales that ~re greater than the 

10 incremental fuel prices? 

11 

12 

13 

A 

Q 

A 

Of course, yes. 

Does that represent O&M costs? 

Yes. The total revenue that we collect is 

14 more than the incremental cost of making the sale or 

15 it would not be an economical sale and we wouldn't 

16 make it. And the components include not only the fuel 

17 costs but O&M costs -- or O&M charges and capacity 

18 charges as well. 

19 Q What is the disposition of rever.ues received 

20 that are more than the incremental fuel costs? 

21 A Those revenues are retained by the Company 

22 to support those expenses that were separated out in 

23 the '92 rate case . 

24 MS . JORNSONt Staff has nv further 

25 questions. 
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l 

2 

3 

COMMlSSIONER DEASON : Commissioners. 

Redirect . 

HR . »EASLEY: Yes . 

4 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

5 BY MR. BEASLEY: 

6 Q Mr . Ramil, Mr . Howe referred to the last 

7 rate case o r der for your Company, the 1992 rate case 

8 order which the Commission has officially recognized . 

9 W~uld you tell us what level --

10 

11 your mike? 

12 

13 

COURT REPORTER : Excuse me . Would you ct.C'ck 

MR . »EASLEY : Thank you . 

( By Mr. Beas ley) Mr . Ramil, could you 

14 tell us what level of revenue requ ir~ments associated 

15 with your off-system sales were separated in total as 

16 a result of that o r der? 

17 

18 

A 

Q 

About $34 million. 

How much of that were, the Scheduled D 

19 sales, based on Big Bond station? 

20 A The ones that have been referred to as the 

21 sale priced with the incremental fuel pricing? 

22 

23 

Q 

A 

Yes. 

$9 million of that 35 million wac associated 

24 with those sales. 

25 Q What was the effect of that in the rates 
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1 that were set in the 1992 case? 

2 A Tho affect of that was lowering our 

3 customers' rates by -- with total wholesale sales 

4 34 million. With those defined as the ones that usc 

5 incremental fuel pricing, lowering our customers' c ost 

6 by $9 million. 

7 Q What was the fuel adjustment a(fect? Let ' s 

8 use 1995 for an example of the uoc of incremental fuel 

9 p~ice to achieve the $9 million in reduced revenue 

10 requirements for your general body ot ratepayers. 

11 A If you look at the fuel impacts to the 

12 retail jurisdiction, all those numbers on that page 

13 that Mr. Howe had me run through, if you look at the 

14 total year '95, the fuel impact, the amount oc fuel 

15 costs that these sales caused our retail customers 

16 fuel prices to increase by was $1.1 million as opposed 

17 to the $9 million benefits that thoy got up front i~ 

18 the reduction of their rates. So there's about an 

19 eight-to-one benefit. 

20 Q When you say " up (ront," does that mean that 

21 your customers, your retail customers , got that $9 

22 million benefit one time back in 1992? 

23 No, sir . Our rates were set in 1992, and 

~ 4 thoy were uot at a level lower to rot tee t that 

25 $9 million revenue requirement being separated to the 
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1 retail jurisdiction. And they receive that every year 

2 moving forward. 

3 Q I want to hand out a document and ask you if 

4 you can identify it for me, please. 

5 (Document tendered to witness.) 

6 Mr. Ramil, you ' ve been asked a number of 

7 questions about how your 1992 rate ca&o sep<~ration 

8 effects the retail rates of your retail customers. 

9 Can you identify !or me wi1at this document is that. 

10 I've distributed to you? 

11 Yes, sir. This is an illustration that I 

12 hdd prepared to demonstrate the total economics of 

13 Tar:.pa Electric's transactions that includu the 

14 incremental fuel pricing. 

15 Q Could you please walk through this document 

16 and describe for the CommissionerG tho components tha~ 

17 are contained in it and what the affect is on your 

18 retail customers? 

19 

20 

Yes, I can. 

KR. BOW£: Chairman Deason, l'm going to 

21 ooject. I know that we haven't gotten this exhibit 

22 identified yet, I don ' t believe, but this is not 

23 redirect. Thin ie -- if anything, thla !o n graphical 

24 representation of what tho witness mc~nt to say on 

25 direct. It is outsid~ the scope of any cross I heard 
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1 in this proceeding, and I object to this kind ot 

2 examination. 

J COMMISSIONER DEA60N: Hr. Beasley, there's 

4 boon an objection raised. 

5 MR . BEASLEY: Commissioner, there wore 

6 numerous questions asked of Hr. Romil as to what the 

7 benefits are to retail customers vis-a-vis the Company 

8 itself, the wholesale cus~omers. What this attempts 

9 to do is to describe in very simple detail what the 

10 affect is on a 1,000 kilowatt hour rosidentidl 

11 customer as a result of the separation that Mr. Ramil 

12 has been asked about. So it simply attempts to 

13 re~pond and give his full and complete description of 

14 ~hat that affect is. Those quostionq have boon asked . 

15 This is simply in response to the question~ having 

16 been asked. 

17 COMMISSIONER DEASON: I'm goinq t.o overrule 

18 the objection. I believe the door was su1tlciontly 

19 open to pursue this matter. 

20 WITNESS RAHIL: Thank you, Commis~ionor. I 

21 WdS going to use the chart and tho hand-hold 

22 microphone, but it doesn't scorn t.o be worklny. So 

23 I ' ll just try to Wdlk us through it from h~rc. 

24 Tho roaaon that this chart was prepared LS 

25 there's been a lot of focus in what has boon filed in 
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1 this docket on t~e fuel. And in my position as a 

2 ~itness for the Companv, and the Company's position 

3 has been, you need to look at the total economicn of 

4 the transaction. And we've put together this chart to 

5 demonstrate how the fuel. the rate case treatment in 

6 ' 92, all works together for the not benefit of our 

7 customers. 

8 If I start et the far side of the chart 

9 \~ich has the -- the b~r chart -- thnt is meant to 

~0 demonstrate the revenue requirements that were 

~l separated from the retail jurisdiction, i.e. costs 

12 that wore remov~d from our retail customers in our 

13 1992 rate case. And if you add up 25 million and the 

14 9 4 million, that ' s tho $34 million In revenue 

15 requirements that I referred to earlier. 

16 If you look at just those wholesale sales 

17 that we were making at the incremental !uel price, 

18 which is at issue in this issue before for us, thnt 

19 piece is $9 million worth ot cost th~t was removed 

20 from our retail customers and is a burden removed from 

21 them. If you take that and put it in the context of 

22 what is happening right now, if you would please ~~ve 

23 to the other ~1de 01 the chart and tile bottom 

~4 right-hand of the chart shows tho retail rate per 1000 

25 kilowatt hours that our residential customers will be 
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1 pi'lying on October 1 . 

2 I want to move from that ;,umber up to the 

3 riqht- hand side of the chart. The Sl.78 is the refund 

4 which will go into effect for our cu:;tomers starting 

5 October 1. If you back that out, that gets you to a 

6 price of $82.16 . With the fuel adjustment factors 

7 that you approve today and without the refund, it 

8 starts October 1, that is the cost per 1000 kilowatt 

~ hours that our residential customers would be paying. 

10 Moving up the chart, there is, because of 

11 the adjustments I'm about to tell you about, there is 

12 a two-cent reduction in the gross receipt tax on that 

lJ bill, lf you ' ll just hold that for a moment and move 

14 a little bit further up. All of the discussion you ' ve 

15 heard this morning about increasing fuel costs to 

16 customers, if we look at having not made, if Tampa 

17 Electric did not have these contracts that have been 

18 discussed this morning in place, yes, indeed, as my 

19 testimony indicated, our fuel costs would be lower, 

20 and they would be lower by 10 cents. 10 cents per 

21 1000 kilowatt hours, and that's what is shown th~rc. 

22 If we move up one more line and we look at 

23 the effect of the soparation that was dono aA a rcr.u lt 

24 of these sales, then $9 million is worth 63 cenls per 

25 1000 kilowatt hours on our residential customers' 
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1 bill. See, we have incurred a 10 cent cost to ~et 63 

2 cents worth of benefits. And that is Lhe total net 

3 benefit test that I have mentioned before ann the 

4 policy that this Commission has used before in 

5 examining whether these sales should be done and 

6 should be treated in the manner which they have been 

7 treated since 1987 . 

8 If you put all these things t ogether and 

9 b~ck up, if not for these sales, today we would be 

10 asking you to approve a fuel adjtlstment factor that 

11 would be $82.71, clearly higher than we are now after 

12 we have neen able to make these sales using this 

13 pricing. 

14 HR . BE~BLEY : Commissioner, can I a sk that 

15 that exhibit be marked for identification? 

16 COMMISSIONER DEASON: Yes, it will be 

17 identified as Exhibit J9 . 

18 

19 

20 Q 

HR . BEASLEY: 39 . 

(Exhibit 39 marked for identification.) 

(By Mr. Peasley) Mr. Ranil, Ms. Johnson 

21 asked you some questions regarding contracts that 

22 you ' ve entered into and what your experience on 

23 off-system sales h~s been since your last rate case . 

2~ I'm going to hand you a document and ask you to 

25 identify it and explain for me, please, what it 
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1 represents. 

2 (Witness tendered d ocument.) 

3 KR. BEASLEY: Commissioner, I'd ask that 

4 this one-page documen t be marked for identitication as 

5 well. 

6 

7 

8 

COMMISSIONER DEASON: Exhibit 40. 

(Exhibit 40 =arked for idcntificaticn.) 

(By Kr . Bea•1ey) If you would, please just 

9 describe for us, Hr. Ramil, what this chart 

10 represents . 

11 A Thi s is our actual experience with our 

12 separated wholesale sales for actual numbers for 1994 

13 and ' 95, as well as our six month actual and sJx 

14 months projected for 1996 . It demonstrates that ~he 

15 total amount or sales were less than the amount that 

16 separated our last rate case . And indeed the Big Bend 

17 station sales in particular, which ~re tho~e that are 

18 priced at incremental, have been b~low that $9 million 

19 revenue requirement separation. So if there ' s a 

20 concern th~t we ' ve somehow gone beyond what wa~ looked 

21 at and approved in our '92 rate casu witla respect to 

22 the volume of these sales and the bonofits and impacts 

23 to customers, they have been within tho~e projections . 

24 If you don't make the sales that wore 

25 seraratod out in tho 19~2 c~s~ in any particular year, 
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1 who bears the risk of financial harm as a result of 

2 that? 

3 A If the revenues fall below the amount that 

4 was separated in our '92 case, the Company 

5 shareholders have that lost. 

6 Q Is there any risk to the retail customers of 

7 Tampa Electric resulting from your sale falling below 

8 the amount separated in your last case? 

9 A No, because t~e rates were set . And the 

10 rates that they pay were set at the levels that I've 

11 shown on the bar chart exhibit earlier , and Lhose are 

12 locked in, and they get those benefits . 

13 I have one other one- page document I want 

14 you to look at, please, showing proje~ted level 

15 separated sales 1996 through 1998. If you would, 

16 please identify that for me . 

17 MR. BEASLEY: I ask that this document be 

18 marked !or identification? 

19 

20 

21 

COMMISSI ONER DEASON: Exhibit 41. 

(Exhibit 41 marked ior identification . ) 

(Dy Kr . Beasley) Mr. Ramil, could you 

22 explain tor us what this document shows? 

23 This shows 1996 , '97, and '98, what our 

24 expected separated sales are. This is the company's 

25 forecast of those sales. 
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1 MR. »EASLEY : I have a b~ief excerpt from a 

2 commission order, Commissioner Deason, from the fuel 

3 adjustment hearing that was conducted last spring, 

4 1995, the order is Order No. PSC-95-0~50-POF-EI. I 

5 would like to ask that you take official notice of 

6 that and hand out a brief excerpt from it. 

7 COHKISSION&R D~SON: Very well. 

8 

9 

(Witness tendered document) 

(By Hr. Beasley) Mr . Ramil, could you look 

10 at Page 15 of the order excerpt that's been 

11 distributed to you, the large paragraph in the middle 

12 of that page . And please indicate for us what that 

lJ address is from a fuel adjustment standpoint relative 

14 to your off-system sales. 

15 

16 

17 

Middle of Page 15? 

Yes. 

This indicates the Commission found that the 

15 revenues the Company receives trom its Scheduled D 

19 sa!es should not be flowed back throuqh the clauses 

20 and s hould be retained by the Company in accordance 

21 with the ' 92 rate case findings, and rurth~r notes 

22 that by separating the class of customers and the 

23 costs, the company and its shareholders ~ere 

24 effectively required to carry all the risk associated 

25 with the costs of making these sales . 
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1 Q Have your off-system sales been routinely 

2 reviewed in each of the semiannual luel adJustment 

3 hearings since your rate case in 1992 and sin=e the 

4 proceedings that you referred to back in 1987 when 

5 increment al fuel pricing was authori?.ed to be used in 

6 place of average fuel pricing? 

7 A Yes . Those costs that were looked nt on the 

8 detail chart tha t I was asked about earlier have ~een 

9 part of all those hearings . 

10 Q Do those hearings, in your mind, represent a 

11 form in which any issue relative to those off-system 

12 sales can be raised at any time? 

A Yes . 

Q Did the Commission in your Company ' s last 

rate case address the propriety O( encouraging 

utilities to sell power through higher margin 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

off-system sales? 

A Yes, they did. 

19 Q What was the Commission ' s position on that 

20 point? 

21 The Commission's position was where we could 

22 increase the economics to ouL syst~m an~ generate more 

23 benefits to off-system sales, we should be encouraged 

24 to do so . 

25 Q Mr . Howe asked you several questions about 
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1 the specific Schedule D sales listed in your Company's 

2 interrogatory response in the Polk proceeding. Do you 

3 recall that? 

4 

5 Q 

Yes. 

Were the sales listed in that response 

6 considered in the last rate case as well as in Tamp~ 

7 Electric's fuel adjustment proceedingu in 19~5? 

8 

9 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

Did Public Counsel inquire about these sales 

10 in your Company's last rate case? 

11 

12 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

Did the Commission allocate a portion of 

13 Tampa Electric ' s revenue requirements to wholesale and 

14 reduce Tampa Electric's revenue requirements for the 

15 retail customers as a result of these particular 

16 contracts? 

17 

18 

Yes, by the $9 million I mentioned earlier. 

Okay . Is it your view that the Sc~edulo D 

19 sales referred to by Mr. !lowe were separated based on 

20 average costs? 

21 A The rate base was separated baaed on oystcm 

22 average costo, yes. That ' s what the stipulated cost 

23 of service study did. 

24 Q What are the implications of this separation 

25 at average cost with regard to the relative 
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1 reliability obtained by retail and Schedule D 

2 customers? 

3 Well, I guess ~he way l would put it is that 

4 the reta1l customers are enjoying an economic benefit 

5 on a per unit basis for these sales thnl is equivalent 

6 to the per unit basis for capacity or reliability 

7 benefit that they pay for our entire system. Yet at 

8 the same time, the custome~s that are buying the 

9 ~holesale power from us had the reliability of only 

10 Cour units on our syst~m. 

11 Q Has Tampa Electric ever had to curtail 

12 retail load in order to serve Schedule D contract 

13 load? 

14 

lS 

16 

17 

Q 

A 

Q 

The contracts in question by M<. Howe? 

Yes. 

No, we have not. 

What would have to happen on your systnm for 

18 retail customers to bo interrupted in order to serve 

19 those Schedule D customers? 

20 A The scenario would have to be one like we 

21 encountered at Christmas '89. 

22 Q During your cross examination, Commissioner 

23 Johnson asked you about what the affec t mlqht b~ if 

24 you were to price broker quotes based on uveraqu fuel 

2 5 costs. How do you think the use of average fuel costs 
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1 in that scenario would affect your broker sales? 

2 I think the broker sales would be severely 

3 curtailed . 

4 Could you tell us how your broker sales 

5 differ, if at all, from the longer term off-system 

6 sales insofar as the ability to price them based on 

7 incremental fuel costs is concerned? 

8 The broker salas are your last resort to 

9 squeeze economics out of your system. So you may or 

10 may not make them. And because they are -- can't be 

11 depended upon by the buyer, your margins are quite 

12 small, on the order of $5.00 or less has been our 

13 experience this year, $5 . 00 per megawatt hour or less. 

14 on the longer term sales, those that we have been 

15 talking about, the marg ins on those sales arc on the 

16 order of $15 to $20 per megawatt h0ur, about three 

17 times or better. 

18 Q Mr. Ramil, do you offer incrementally priced 

19 off-system sales routinely, or do you do it as a last 

20 resort? 

21 ~ We do it where we nave to do it to get the 

22 business if its economical for our system . Like I 

23 said earlier, like anyone else in selling your product 

24 in a discretionary salo liko this, we'd like to get as 

25 high a price as we can. And the way we have found in 
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1 today's market to get the highest price that we can is 

2 to get the fuel priced just as low as we can so that 

3 it dispatches very well on thP. customers ' system, and 

4 then we can get a higher price on the fixed charge 

5 side , those revenues you are sure to get no matter 

6 what the economic conditions turn out to be. 

7 0 Do you think adoption of Public Counsel's 

B position on Isoue 9 would help encourage electrjc 

9 utilities to maximize their off-system sales? 

10 No, I think it won't. I think we heard this 

11 morning that there is there m;,y be some hesitancy 

12 to make sales ·which benefit your system. And our 

13 experience has boen that, you know, we look at it, we 

14 analyze the situation, and if we show that there are 

15 net benefits to our system and to our customers, then 

16 it ' s a decision that we ought to make. Sure we could 

17 be subject to regulatory review after the fact, but 

lB that's our business. And every decision we make every 

19 day is really subject to that. And we arc confident 

20 we can pass that standard. It's a good deal to make. 

~1 Q What action do you think the Commission 

22 should take in response to Question 9? 

23 I think the Commission should take no new 

24 action but should continue its poli c y that these types 

25 of sales should be encouraged to produce the net 
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1 RECROSS EXAMINATION 

2 BY MS . JOHNSON: 

3 You indicated that this exhibit illustrated 

4 the impact that your wholesale contracts have had un 

5 your retail rates, correct? 

6 A I failed to write the exhibit numbers on all 

7 these papers I have. Could you describe it for me? 

8 Is that this c hart? 

9 

10 

11 

Q 

A 

Q 

It's the chart, yes . 

What was the question? 

Isn 't it correct that you indicated that 

12 this chart indicates the impact that your wholesale 

lJ contract is having or retail rates? 

14 

15 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

Do you feel that the variables of tho given 

16 long-term contract, such as timing, length of the 

17 contract, the rate, terms and conditions of the 

18 contract, affect the overall benefits that a contract 

19 can provide to the general body of ratepayers, retail 

20 ratepayers? 

21 A Yeah. I think you are talking dbout can 

22 conditions change from when you origlnnlly entered 

23 into an agreement that might make it different? Is 

24 that what you are asktng? 

25 Q No. The question l 'm asking is: Isn't it 
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1 true that each contract is different in some respects, 

2 unless they are standt.rd contracts, and they may have 

J different net benefits? 

4 

5 

A 

Q 

Potentially. 

So should this type of analysis, that is the 

6 analysis that's represented by Exhibit 39, bP. done for 

7 each wholesale contract? 

8 A By whom? I mean, the Compa ny makes this 

9 type of analysis before we would decide to offer such 

10 a sale. 

11 

12 

lJ 

1'1 

15 

16 

Q Was this type of analysis presented in tl.? 

last rate case for each contract? 

A I don ' t know. 

MS. JOHNSON: That's all that we have. 

COMMISSIONER DEASON! Further redirect. 

MR. BEASLEY: I have one. One moment , 

17 please. 

18 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Is this ~he type 

19 analysis that you think ~hould bo done in ordor to 

7.0 demonstrate the net benefit? 

21 WITNESS RAHILl This is the type analysis 

22 that we do internally, and that's what I was 

23 describing is the total economi c bcnnfit in making 

24 these sales. And in ~nswering tho question I just 

25 had, we did make tor each ot these salcr. , this type of 
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1 analysis internally . Whether other people made it or 

2 other people reviewed 1t in the rate case, I don ' t 

3 know . 

COKH~SSIONER J OHNSON: Let me be d little 

5 more s pecific . By your proposal , and you state, that 

6 we should adopt some more generic net totul b~nefit 

7 analysis . Aro you sugqestinq that we would do this in 

a order to determine whether or not you met that test? 

9 I t hought you •ere suggesting that we hau done it in 

10 t hose other casea. 

11 

12 

WITNESS RAKIL : I sec . 

COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: And that we had 

13 toached a conclusion, and that thdt'u kind of what we 

14 do, although TECO is not on tridl here. 

15 WITN~SS RAHIL: Right. 

16 COMMISSIONER JORNSON: Dut that's what we ' ve 

17 done in our previous cases, and that we continue to do 

18 this. And whon you put together th1s document, 1 

19 thought you were suggesting that that is what the 

20 Commission had dono in order to base its dec ision and 

21 reach a conclusion. 

22 WI TNESS RAKIL: This is the effect of, I 

23 guess, all that's been dono and broadened as a scope 

24 from what had boon focuood on by nome or tl1~ parties 

25 as just tuol and to ''Let's look at tho who l•l economic 
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1 picture," and that was the point of this. 

2 What we have in place now is that 

J wholesale -- or wholesale activity, Tampa Electric is 

4 fairly recent in tho wholesale business. And tho way 

5 we got into the wholesale business 1!1 followJng out· 

6 1985 rate casu the Commission l~ft tho Comp~ny short 

7 of revenues and encouraged us to go and ma}:c up those 

8 revenues in the wholes~le market. And that's how we 

9 got into the wholesal~ business. And we found it 

10 wasn ' t something you could do o~e day and turn off the 

11 :text day. You oitller had to be in tho buaineuu or not 

12 be i n the business. 

13 In '92 there was a lot of interest in the 

1< wholesale transacttons that we wer~ involved in. And 

15 there was a lot of interest because people had never 

16 seen these in our rate cases before, they had seen our 

17 customers now in other people ' s rnto C35cn, so there 

18 was a lot of attention and R Jot wna new. ~o we 

19 started what we hoped was better communication of 

20 what's going on. 

21 In fact, between the hearing untl the tinnl 

22 decision on the rate case, we entered into 11 new 

2J contract and tnat (Omehow became part o! the analysis. 

2~ And rather than rely on tho FERC to send thoue 

25 contracts to the Public Service Commiosion Star t as 
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1 was the normal practice, we committed to whenever we 

2 do one of these, we wil l communicate t o the Staff so 

3 you know what ' s going on . And we've t ried to keep 

4 that commun ication open so that when we're entering 

5 i nto these thing s , those questions can be asked on a 

6 routine basis 'nd the issues can come up in the proper 

7 forms when they are those issues . 

8 When the hearing was held last year in, I 

9 guess it was spring o( '95 , and the Commission 

10 relooked at our sales and confirmed ~hat these should 

11 be treated the same way they had been set up in the 

12 ' 92 rate case, the process got d little more 

13 formalized . We are required to do certified letter 

14 providing any new contracts to the Commission, and 

15 that ' s fine . And we are glad to provide any 

16 justification, economics,. whatever we need to do for 

17 these types of transactions. What we don't want to 

18 see happen is that we have forms for new hearings to 

19 address this. I think these issues can be looked at 

20 within the administrative procedures we already have. 

21 That is concern No . 1 . 

22 Concern No. 2 is we don ' t want these to turn 

23 into hearings that are feeding frenzies for 

24 competitors . Florida Power Corp dnd Tampa Electric 

25 are competitors in the wholesale market, but we are by 
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1 no means the only players in that market. The world 

2 has really changed. It's not like it was with just 

3 the utilities competing . We hove lndopondcnt power 

4 producers; we have power marketers. They don't have 

5 any rules for the most part to play by. And I hate 

6 these forms and these places where we need to disclose 

7 all this information to be forms where they could get 

a information to use to th6ir advantage and take away 

9 types of sales that we could usc to benrf1t our 

10 customers, or the other investor-owned utilities can 

11 use to benefit their customers. Those arc some of the 

12 concerns we have on any new avenues or now approaches 

13 that you take with respect to examining wholesale 

14 sales . 

15 The last concern that I'll mention, if there 

lG is a concern, if there arP issues to be raised, and if 

17 the concern is how do wholesale transact ions aCCcct 

18 retail customers, then how you price !uel in those 

19 wholesale transactions should not be an indicator 

20 whether something is reviewed or not. I! you are 

21 concerned about tho fuel impacts, then you arc 

22 concerned about the fuel impacts no matter how the 

23 pricing is done. 

24 COKKISBIONER DEASON: AnJ objection to 

25 Exhibits 39, 40, 4nd 41? 
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1 KR. HOWE: We'll move the admission of 

2 Exhibit 38. 

3 COMMISSIONER DEASON: Firs~ of all, 39, 40, 

4 and 41 are admitted without objection. Exhibit J;S , 

5 any objection? 

6 No objection, Exhibit 38 is admitted. 

7 HR. STONB: Commissioner, we ' d like to move 

8 the admission of Exhibit 37. 

9 MS. KAUFMAN : Commissioner, FIPUG h~s an 

10 objection to Exhibit 37. The last two pages were 

11 provided by Mr. Stone to Mr. Ramil. As I understand 

12 it, Mr. Ramil did not prepare this document. I don't 

13 know if he's even seen it before today. It's 

14 basically an attempt to buttresq his position here, 

15 and it's not an appropriate cross examination exhibit. 

16 HR . STONE: Commissioner, we weut through 

17 the entire exhibit. It was based on a hypothetical 

18 and it supports the testimony and I believe it is an 

19 appropriate cross examination exhibit. 

20 COKKISSIONER DEASON: Objection overruled. 

21 Exhibit 37 is admitted. 

22 (Exhibits 37 through 41 received in 

23 evidence.) 

24 MR. STONE: C~mmissioner Deason, if I may, 

25 at this time, we would also request that the 
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i Commission take ofticial notice of two of lts order 

2 and an order of the Florida Supremo Court. They rrc 

J commission order 19042 issued March 25, 1988 in 

4 Docket 880001; Commission Order 20568 in 890001, which 

5 is an or~er denying a motion for reconsideration of 

6 tho previous order. And finally, the Supreme Court's 

7 decision in Monsanto Comp~ny versea Michael McKitrick 

8 Wilson, etcetera, et al, App~llccs. It ' s an crder 

9 issued January 25, 1990 and it's cited at 555 So2d 

10 855. Those three orders represent th~ litigation 

11 history where a similar type of tranoaction 

12 opportunity sale was challenged, and the commission 

13 endorsed the concept of incremental pricing. And the 

14 benefits that flowed to Gulf ' s ratepayerb. That was 

15 frequently referred to as the Schedule R debate. 

16 COKKI8SION~R DEASON: ~ithout objection, tho 

17 Commission will take notice of thoso ordcrn. 

18 Thank you, Mr. Racil . I believe ~r. Larkin 

19 is scheduled n~xt. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(Witness Ramil excused.) 
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1 HUGH LARRIN, JR. 

2 was called as a witness on behalf of the Citiz~ns of 

3 the State of Flori~a and, having boon duly sworn, 

4 testified as follows: 

5 DIRECT STATEMENT 

6 BY MR . ROWE : 

7 Q Would you please state your nnmo and address 

8 for tho record? 

9 A My name is Hugh Larkin, Jr. My business 

10 address is 15728 rarmington Road, Livonia, Michiga~ 

11 4 8 154. 

12 Q Are you the same Hugh Larkin, Jr. that 

13 caused to be filed the profiled direct testimony of 

14 Hugh I.arldn, J:r. consisting of 11 page a? 

15 A Yes. 

16 MR. HOWE: Chairman Deason, the Appendix to 

17 Mr. Larkin ' s testimony is an appendix of his 

18 qualification. It has been identified in t he 

19 prehearing order as Exhibit 36. 

20 Hr. Larkin, if I were to ask you the same 

21 questions asked in your prefilcd direct testimony, 

22 would your answers be the same? 

23 

24 

25 

A 

Q 

A 

Yes. 

Do you adopt that testimony at this time? 

Yes, I do. 
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1 MR. BOWE ! Chairman Deason, we'd ask that 

2 Mr . Larkin's prefiled d irect teetimony be inserted 

3 into the record as t hough read? 

4 COMMISSIONER DEASON! Without objection, it 

5 wi l l bo so i nserted. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

lo1 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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3 
4 
5 

6 I. 

7 0 

8 A 

9 

10 

I I 

1:! Q . 

13 A 

I.J 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

DIRECT I FSlJMONY OF H UGH LARK!'\, JR. 

ON BEIIALF 01· THE CITIZENS OF FLORIDA 

BEFORE TilE FLORJJ)A PUBLIC SERVICf- COM MISSION 

DOCKET NO. 960001-EI 

Jl'ITRODUCDON 

309 

WHAT IS YOUR NA\1£· OCCUPATION AND BUSINESS ADDRF.SS? 

My n~tme IS Hugh Lnrkin. Jr. I am a Certified Puhhc Accountant licensed 

in the States o f M1c-higan :~nd Aorid~t and the seruor JMrtner in the firm of 

Larkin & ASSOCI:Itcs, Certified Public Arcountrmh. with offices at 15728 

F~tmlington Road, l ivonin. Michigan 48154 

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE FIRM lARKif' & ASSOCIATES. 

Larkin & Assocmtes IS a Certi fi ed Public Accounting :~nd Regulatory 

Consulting firm . ll1c firm perftJrms lndcpcncknt rcgula1ory consulting 

prima rily for pubhc ~crvi,·c/u lilit} commission St;tff.. 11nd consumer interest 

groups (public coun~eb. public advoc;llc~. consumer Hlunsels, allorncys 

general. etc). !Ju kin & AssociJtes has extensive experience in the ucility 

regulato ry field ,,~ c\pcrt '''tneS!oes 111 O\cr 400 rcg1•latory procccdmgs 

including numerous water :~nd sewer, gas. elcctri l· nud telephone utiliti~ 
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., 

3 A. 

4 

5 Q . 

6 

7 A 

8 

9 

10 

II II 

12 

13 o. 

14 

15 

16 

17 A. 

18 

19 

:w 

3 1 0 

HAVE YOU PREPARED AN APPE!\DIX WHJCII DESCRIBES 

YOUR QUALifiCATIONS AND EXPERIEI\.CE? 

Yes. I have auachcd Appendix I, which is a summary of my experience 

and qualifications. 

BY WHOM WERE YOU RETAINED. AND \\iiiAT IS TilE PURPOSE 

OF YOUR TESTIMONY? 

Larkin & As..o;ociates was retained by the Florid:~ Office of Public Counsel 

(OPC) to make policy recommendations to the Florida Publir Service 

Commission regarding the effect of certain wltolcsalc sales on retail fuel 

cost recovery. 

WHOLESALE SAl F'.S WHICH REOUIRr. POI.IC'Y STATEMENT BY 

FLORIDA PUALIC' SERVICE COMMISSION 

DOES TilE OFFICE OF PUOLJC COUNSEl. RECOMMEND TJII\T 

ALL SALES ON A WIIOLESALE OR ECONOMI C BASIS BE MADE 

AT EITH ER I liE AV[~RAGE COST OF FUEL fOR T HE SYSTEM 

OR ON A SPECIFIC UNITS AVERAGE COST? 

No. it docs not In imuating this generic iS!>ue. the Office of Public 

Counsel desires to bnng to the Comm1~1on's attention the possibility that 

certain traos.1ction~ nught be termed as, or masquerade as, economic 

lranSllclions when, in tt·ality, they arc:•, 01 were, non·cconom•c rrnnsnclion!> 

2 



3 1 1 

which arc being sul>~1d1zcd by rt!tail customcrr. through the Fuel 

2 Adjustment Clau\c It IS the~c types. of unnsnwons for wh1ch the Office of 

3 Public Counsel desires to obtain a statement of policy from the Florida 

4 Public Setvice Commission on how tl1esc trnnsactions will be treated for 

S fuel cost recovery purposes. 

6 Q. 

7 

8 

9 

10 A. 

II 

11 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

IS 

19 

20 

21 

WOULD YOU PLEASE FI RST DISCUSS THOSF TRANSACfiONS 

WHICH TilE Off)( I· OF PUBLIC COUNSEL DOES NOT TAKE 

EXCEPTION TO OR AG REES SHOULD DE PRICI D AT LESS T IIAI"o 

AVERAGE O R Al INCREMENTAL FUEl. COSTS? 

Yes. There arc t rnn~llctions which take place either on 11 daily or on a 

shon-term bn~is wluch p•ovide economic henefit both to the seller and the 

purchaser of energy. ll1esc transactio.IS are l(ener<~lly termed economy 

sales. They are bnscd on n comparison of fuel co~ts bct\\cen two 

generating ur11ts on different systems. The ''~o units arc comp;ued to each 

other in terms of gcne1nting fuel costs pt.:• kWh. If the purch;mng uti lity's 

unit opcrntes. nt a higher fuel cost per kWh than the selling utility's unit, 

then tl11s trllnsMtion 1s consummated with the chfft•rential between the two 

units bemg sphl between the seller and the hu)cr IU nn example. if a 

purchasing uuli ty'o; IIC'(t gt•ncrating unit \Hluld gt·nt·mtc t'nergy <~I 35 mill• 

per kWh. nud the ~elling utilit} had a gcnerat111r 111111 wluch would gene1atc 

energy at 25 mills per kWh, then the selling 11til11y would provide the 

3 



., 

4 

.'i 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 o. 

17 

18 

19 A. 

20 

21 
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energy to the purchnsi'lg utility. The s01les prirc \\Uuld be at 30 mills per 

kWh Thus. the <clhng utility would profit by 5 m11ls per kWh while the 

purchasing utility would snve 5 mills per kWh. TI1csc types of transactions 

nrc economic in m1ture and benefit both the seller and the buyer of energy. 

Other similtu types of tmnsactions may occur on a longer term basis where 

one utility is short of capAcity or energy for a ~hort pe11od of time while 

another utility 1S exec~ of capacity or energy for n short penod of time. 

The result mny be a pncc .... luch nllows the selling utilit)' to utilize unused 

capnc1ty or cnCig)' nt •• p1ofit while. at the ~amc tune, snving cnpllctty or 

energy costs for the purchal>ing utility. Clearly, these types of lransnctions 

arc economic in natu1c whe re there is both a benefit to the ~eller and the 

purchaser. TI1c cu~tomcrs of both systems benefit by the utilization of both 

systems at lower average or mcrcmcntnl cosK TI1e Office of Public 

Counsel does not ~ek to chnngc or ahcr these kmds of economic 

trnnsactions. 

FOR WHICI I TYPl OF TRANSACTI ON DOl'S 'II IE OFfiCE Of 

PUBLIC COl1NSLL SI: E: K A POLICY DETERMINATION BY TilE 

FLORIDA PUBI IC' <iLRVICE COMMISSION? 

The type of trnnsr1ctann for wh1ch the Office of Puhht' C'ounsel dc!.irc.~ to 

obtain a policy st.1temcnt from the Florida Public Scf\ 1ce Comma~!>1on 

deals w1th llu· snk uf cncr~y and cnparity ton cu~torncr, generally a 
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wholesale eu~tomcr, where the price of the capacity •~ subsidized in pan 

., through the fuel adJuMmcnt clauM:. In these tyJ>e~ of trnnsnct10ns, 

3 normally the cnpacrt)' and energy can be pro' idcd by more than one 

4 generating utility. 'I here ·~. in effect, competit ion between two generating 

5 utilities to pr')Vide the requirements to the cu~tomer Since the customer 

6 would not be consunung energy only for a short J>C 1 ioc.l of time, only at off. 

7 peak hours, or when excess capacity wns nvailahlc. 11 1\ clear that it is not 

8 an economy transartron I lte contmct may rcquuc scrvtce from a Sp<'Cifir 

J unit or a slice of the !-ystem fuel cost but. :lb!>cnt COIIIJ>CIItion for the 

10 customer, no fuel C(lllCC!;.~ion would have hcl'll mnde l>y the selling utili ty 

II The wholesale cuMomer absorhs cApacity throughout I>Cak and off.pcak 

12 hours. It is the prc~cncc of competition for thi!> cu~tomer that has 

13 mstigated the fuel com:ession by the selhug uuhty nod not the economics of 

1-1 the transaction. 

15 Since these transactions nrc nnt cconomac in nnturc, they should have no 

16 adverse effect on rctnil fuel adjustment co~t~. ah~nt nny showing that they 

17 provide true economic benefit to ratepa)C rs. Under the methodology used 

18 by the Florid;• Public Sct\rce Commi~ion rn c<~kulating the fuel adjustment 

19 clause, if whole!>alc s;llcs arc priced at less than ;rver age fuel cost, then 

20 retail customcn. subJeCt to the fuel 11dju\tmcnt clause ;~hsorb the 

21 differcnunl bct\\CCn .IH'Ill(tl' fuel co..t nml whntt' \Ct nught be charged 
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below-aver;~ge to thr t·u~toniCf tnvolvcd lltu~. the rucl ndjustmcnt rl:m~ 

2 beromc.~ <1 mcthodolll;;y by whtch a utiht) may suhMdll(• n type of 

3 wholesale sale at th l· expense of retail cul>tomcrs who are !>ubjcct to the 

-3 fuel adjustment rlaw,c. 

5 Q. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

II A. 

1:! 

13 

J.j 

l!i 

16 

17 

18 

19 

:w 

21 

CAN'T THE TYPE 0 1- TRANSACfiON WIIICII YOU DESCRIBE 

ABOVE BE J USTIHED BY Ti lE SEI LING l IIIITY BY SilO\\ IMi 

THAT Tile CUS10Ml·R ADDED IS INCRF'\1 ~NTAI 10 I HE 

SYSTEM. INOTIII.HWOROS,TIIAlllll S,\ U ·WASOVERAND 

ABOVE Till: COMI,ANY'S NORMAL LEVFJ OF WIJOLE..SALE 

SALES. 

No. This dews not JU\IIfy the cransaction nd\(~N~Iy ;~ffecting reta1l 

customers. Any ~nle ran he dcsignnted ~, inrrement11l Even a new or 

additional lillie to nn estotbhl>h\!d cuMomer rould be dcMgnotted as 

"incremental " ro ll~e the dl'~ignntion or ot new CIIMOmcr ~~~ ju~tification 

for using incrt·mcnwl t·o~t in rriring fuel ~~ not Jll~llficd from nn cconomir 

standpoint For instanre. at some point in time, cve1y customer was an 

incremental <.:tie or a new cu~tomcr. tr that ru~tonu:t were destgnatcd as 

incremental nnd that des1gnot11on used to justify the u~ of a ltmer fuel 

cost, dearly other cu~tumers would be JU~IIfied 111 l'omplnimng that the 

timing of thc1r cntn111~ the ~tem does not Jllstlf) dbcrimmation through 

the pricing of fuel. Wholellotl<' ~nles which otrc dl,coun .... d \hould not 

6 
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101p11c1 rellul fuel recovery. Any add11ionnl sale or Incremental snle doc~ 

., not JUSiify a IO\\er fuel cost unless the sale meeiS the criteria of an 

3 economic purclmse Where the sale ir. of the n11turc of otl1er long term 

4 wholesale sales requiring cap;tcity, both <>n and off peak, existing for long 

S periods of time nnd not imcrruptible, it b not proper to h11ve the 

6 d1scounted s:~lc nffcct the rctnil cost recovery. 

7 As nn cxamplt-, \ll(lllO~ 11 large wholesale cu!.lomcr located in florida 1s m 

8 need of additiOnal capacity and energy ·nli\ large l'U~tomer could takl' 

9 service from c11hcr of two local generating utrlit ie~ lllC cost on either of 

10 these competing genernting ulihties w11s c~\enti:tlly the snme for fuel and 

II capacity. One utility demlell to designate the cuMtlmcr ns nn mcrcmenlitl 

I:! cu!.tomer to the l>)l>lcm 11nd price the fuel to llus customer at a lower 

13 Incremental fueJ price. Even though 11 would prO\ 1de service to tim 

1-t cuMomer, both on nnd off peak, and for l>CVctlll yen r!t w11hout intt•rn•ption 

15 The selling utllit)·. in determimng its retail fuel cost, \\Ould reduce total fuel 

16 co~ts by the price ch"rgcd the \\holes.1lc customer Thil> would occur even 

17 though the whole:.11lc customer took SCI'\'ice on nveragc the same :IS rctml 

l!i cu~ tomers. Tim~. the rl·marnrng or ret.tll portion of the fuel would be 

19 borne by ret11il cuMonwrs. ll1e utility would. in fnct. cilplll re the same level 

:!0 of ro~t 11 would han· r:~pturcd had 11 rh.trgcd 4\\eragt· co't to the nc" 

21 cuMorner because I he rema1ning retnil custoru~rs would pay higher fuel 

7 
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I cost.~ as a result of this tran\action. The~ rcta1l custorntrs have, in fact, 

2 subsidiz.ed this transaction which. in effect, bencfi~ the Company"s 

3 stockholders. 

... Q . 

5 

(j 

i 

8 A. 

9 

10 

u 

12 

I.J 

14 

15 

16 

17 Q. 

18 

19 

:m 

CAN THE FLORIDA PUBLI C SERVICE COMM ISSION ANTICIPATE 

ALL UTILITIES ADOPTING THIS PROCEDURE WI !EN 

COMPETING FOR WHOLESALE CUSTOMI:.RS II· A POLICY IS 

NOT ESTABLISHED? 

Yes. Based on my example. there IS no reason that the utility who d1d not 

get the contract could 1101 luwc done the same thing, that is, pass 0 11 to its 

retail customers through the calculiuion of its fuel adJu~tment clau\e, 

average fuel cost not recovered in this wholcs;~le s;:~lc:. If the Comm1!>Sion 

does not estnbllsh policiel> pertnining to tl.c~ types of tmnsnction\. it can 

an11c1p;uc that every utility. when faced wuh h;:~v1ng to discount services in 

order to obtain a wholes<~lc r ustomer. will disrount the fuel component of 

the rate nnd merely p;:~ss on the non-recovered co~t to the captive fuel 

adjustment clau~ customets 

DO YOU AGREI::. WJTII TilE CRITLRIA SET OUl BY FlORIDA 

POWER CORPORATION'S WI fNE.SS KARL II WIFLAND AS IT 

RrLATES 10 riiC USE OJ INCREMENTAL COST PRICING FOR 

WI IOJ [:.SALP SA l ES? 
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13 

14 
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Yes, I do. II Appear~ thAt these criteria would co\·cr most of the situations 

where incrementAl pricing would be justified. If there is A si iURilon that 

arises which is not covered by these criteria, then the utility de~iring to usc 

incrementnl pricing could petit ion the Commissron to show that the use of 

incremental pricing would be bencficinl to both tire purchaser and the 

seller. 

TAMPA ELECTRIC'S WI rNE.SS JOliN B. RAM II ATTEMPTS TO 

CHARACTERIZE TilE OFFICE OF PUBLIC COUNSEL'S POSITION 

AS OPPOSING ECONOMIC BROKCR TRANSACrtONS. IS HIS 

CHARACTERIZA'I ION OF TH E OFFICE OF I,UBLIC COUNSEL'S 

POSITION CORRECI'? 

No, it is not. It i!> my understanding thAt tin.: Ofhce of Public Counsel's 

position i~ that economic transactions should be contrnued. nod that onl>· 

those transactions which arc clearly designed to ~ub~idizc certAin sales to 

make them more competitive should be subject to a policy set fortl1 by the 

Commission. 

TAMPA ELECTRIC'S WITNESS ALSO S'IATI .S TIIAl RATEPAYERS 

DENEfoiT FROM OFF·SYSTEM SALES SUBSIDIZED THROUGH 

THE FUEL ADJIJSTMfNT CLAUSE BECAUSE OF T HE 

9 
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15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
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CONTRIBUTION TO TilE RECOVERY OF fiXfD COSTS. WOULD 

YOU PLEASE COMMENT? 

Since rates arc not re-cMablished afier, or dunng. each transaction which 

affects the recovery of fixed costs. the benefit c"n only go to stockholders. 

If rates nrc curr'"nlly fixed. based on a prior dctcmtinntion of fl)(ed costs, 

any reduction or recovery through anothcr ~nle of fi'<ed costs previously 

assigned to re tail custorncl"' c·nn only benefit the stockholders. This is true 

because r?.tes are not re-csto1bl ishcd regular!) and any reduction or 

additionnl contrrbutron to fixed costs would then flo-., tu the net income 

line, which benefits stockholders di:ectly 

Summary 

WOULD YOU PLEASE SUMMARIZI fll~ OFFICE OF PUIJLJC 

COUNSEL'S POSITION. 

The Office of Public Coun<ocl docs not opp..,,e true economic transaction" 

defined as thosc t ransnctions thnt are ba\cd on n cost differential which 

providt•s !;aving~ to both the !.cllcr and th · purcha~er of energy and capacity 

or are sales for shon penO<h of time gl·ncmll) out of a spertfic unit whrch 

benefi t both utilities. The Oflicc of Public Coun~el bclrevel> thnt there arc 

tnmsnttion" which ilrc competitive in nature: 111 which fuel costs arc used to 

ndvilntllge one utility over annthcr Thi!. t)J)(.' of trnnsncllon 1~ ~unMdll'cd 

hy increa&ing fuel cost!> on rct;:ul customer!. ~uhjcct to fuel ndjustmem 

10 
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cl:wses. It is the JlOSition of the Office of PuiJhc CounM•l that n policy 

2 statement i~ ncce~<;ary to ensure that tlus subsidization does not occur. 

3 Q. DOES THAT CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY? 

4 A. Yes, it does. 

II 



1 (By Hr. Rowe) Mr. Larkin, would you please 

2 summarize your testimony? 

3 A Yes, I will. Let me start off by saying 

4 that my testimony and the policy that the office of 

5 the Public Counsel is sponsoring does not affect 

6 economic transactions. Those transactions that I 

7 describe in my te3timony that are based on the 

8 comparison of fuel costs from the next available unit 

9 coming on line or a unit that is available and is 

10 cheaper than another unit on a different system. O~r 

11 recommendation is designed to deal with longer term 

12 contracts, and we think that tho four criteria that 

13 Mr. Wieland set out is an adequate way Lo start out by 

14 trying to define what those controctr. are, or what 

15 those sales are . And that if a utility desires to 

16 price at incremental cost that is lower than average, 

17 that all we are stating is that they ought to come in 

18 here and designate and say, "This contract does not 

19 meet this policy, and therefore we want an exception 

20 to the rule.'' 

21 And everybody can look at the economics of 

22 that transaction and Florida Powor can aay, "No, it 

23 isn't an economic . It's taking one of our custoners 

24 and what you are in effect doing is passing on the 

25 incremental fuel cost or the less than average fuel 
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1 cost to the retail customer." And that's wh~· tho 

2 focus is on retail fuel costs. Because nothing else 

3 changes in those sales. 

4 Now, I want to talk tor a minute about this 

5 chart and about what happened in the 1992 rate case. 

6 Tampa Electric has positioned themselves as saying we 

7 did the ratepayer a favor. This isn't a favor to the 

a ratepayer. They had excess capacity that they "anted 

9 to put in the rate base and offset that with these 

10 lower than compensatory sales. And the Commission 

11 says, "Let's separate them out and you guys be 

12 responsible for this." That's not a favor to the 

lJ ratepayer. And jurisdictionalizin9 between wholeaale 

14 and retail is a requirement. It ' s not an option. 

15 So this chart is misleading when it says we 

16 did you a favor by giving you a $~ million credit. We 

17 could have done it the other way around; •11e could hav<' 

18 declared the entire excess rate base at the increment, 

19 which would have been one of the Bi9 Bend units, as 

20 excess capacity, and the Company's rate base would 

21 have boen less. 

22 

23 

24 

HR. BART: commiosionar Connon? 

COMMISSIONER DEASON: Vas. 

MR . BART: I'd like to object to this. It's 

25 way beyond his direct testimony. It may bo 
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1 appropriate at sometime in the proceeding , but net in 

2 the summary of his test~ony. Some of it we didn ' t 

3 object to, but it's now gone on quite some time and 

4 quite extensively, and we would prefer that he just 

5 summarize his testimony at this point. 

6 COMMI SSIONER DBASON: Mr. Howe, there's been 

7 an objection. 

8 MR . BOW£ : Cha~rman Deason, this is our 

9 direct case. Ir our direct case we have the right to 

10 address anything the Company put on it its direct 

11 case, whether it came up in its prefiled direct 

12 testimony in response to cross examination questions 

13 or in charts that, in my estimatlon, should have been 

14 offered as part of their direct casu. So in as much 

15 this is our direct case and we have that opportunity, 

16 I don't believe the wi~ness can be limited to 

17 summarizinq what he said in his profiled testimony. 

18 If we followed that cours e of action, 

19 Mr . Larkin would summarize his pre!iled testimony. If 

20 it didn't come out on eros~ exami nation, I would have 

21 no opportunity, nor would ~his witness have any 

22 opportunity, to address everything that came out in 

23 the Company's direct case. And for that reason, I 

24 think you should grant some latitude. 

25 COMMISSIONER DEASON: Well, Mr. Howe, it is 
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1 customar y t o have a witness s~marize his testimony 

2 a:1d that summary be limited to the prtlf iled testimony. 

3 Now , I understand your concern is that th~re have been 

4 matt ers brought out during cross examination or 

5 perhaps redir ect that has supplemented the Company's 

6 direct case , but that was brought out on cross 

7 exami nation, and I deemed it to be appropriate 

8 r edirect. 

9 I'm going to ask the witnesb to limit his 

~o summary to what was prefiled, and I ' ll give you the 

11 latitude at t he end if you need to expand your 

~2 redirect . I ' ll take that under consideration at that 

13 time . 

14 MR . HOWE: Thank you. 

~5 WITNESS LARKI N: In my direct testimony I 

16 also pointed out that any benefit that flows from the 

17 recovery of fixed costs through these additional 

18 wholesale sales does not benefit the ratepayer 

19 immediately, if at all . There's no adjustment in base 

20 rates that reflects the reduction in cost because 

21 capacity cost was paid in part through a wholesale 

22 sale . The only thing that is affected is the fuel 

23 cost, because tne calculation of the fuel adjustment 

24 clause takes the average fuel cost and deducts from 

25 that revenues which are calculated based on tho 
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1 recovery from tho wholesale sale , Tnercforo, the 

2 ratepayer bears any cost not recovered if that sale 

3 was discounted in order to make it more economic. 

4 That summarizes my testimony. 

5 MR . HOWE: we tender Mr . Larkin for cross 

6 examination. 

7 

8 

9 

COKMI88IONBR DBASON: Mr. McGee. 

MR. McGEE : No questions . 

CO~SSIONBR DEASON: Okay . Mr. Hart. 

10 CROSS EXAMINATION 

11 BY MR . HART: 

12 Q Hr. Larkin, on Page 4 of y ou r testimony, you 

13 defined t wo ty~es ot transactions t hat you refer to as 

14 economy transaction. One is the bro~er transaction, 

15 and the other is a short -- what you refer to as a 

16 short term sale. One example you usc is a utility 

17 with excess capacity or energy; is that correct? 

18 A Yes, but there could be others . I didn't 

19 mean that to pe universal. 

20 Q But that portion of your tes timony at least 

21 says, or acknowledges, that incremental fuel pricing 

22 can provide not benefits to retail ratepayers, and as 

23 a matter of principle, incremental pricing of fuel is 

24 not a bad thing. 

25 A As a matter of principle when you are 
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1 comparing sales on a short term basis, I think that ' s 

2 right. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

lJ 

H 

15 

16 

17 

Q Now, on Page 5 of your testimony, you start 

to define what you refer to as noneconomic 

transactions. And the only two characteristics you 

list to identify noneconomic transactions are, one, 

that it's longer , and that there ' s competition to~ the 

sale; i~ that correct? 

A No. I think I say that it's long~r than the 

shorts but only at off peak hours or when excess 

capacity is available, but there might be other 

definitions. I'm not trying to define for the 

commission what nonecono~ic sales are. What I'm 

trying to say is that if you adopt the four principleG 

that Mr . Wieland set forth, and say, "If you are going 

to sell at wholesale and credit the retail ratepayer 

with just incremental sales, then you ought to come in 

.18 and justify that." Now, if you've credited it at tho 

19 average, then you can make that sale because there's 

20 no detriment to the ratepayer. 

:21 Q so is it your testimony the~ that you are 

22 not attempting to sot up what the standard is for when 

23 it's economic and when's it's not? 

24 Not really. All I'm saying is adopt this 

25 principle, the !our principles that Mr. Wieland set 
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1 out. And then i! a ~tility chooses to make sales at 

2 less than incremPntal cost, or less than average cost, 

3 and they want to recover the difference from the 

4 retail ratepayer, then you have to justify that to the 

5 Commission or to tho Commission Staff. 

6 Well, lot's talk about your testimony for a 

7 minute, we'll ask you about Hr. ~leland's later. In 

8 your testimony tho only ~ay you identify a noneconomic 

9 sale is one of longer ter~ and whore competition Lor 

10 the sale exists? 

11 Well, I also say there's -- two qonorating 

12 utilities could provide it and that the customer would 

13 not be consuming energy only for a short peri.od and 

14 only at off peak hours or when excess capacity is 

15 available. I mean, there could be economic 

16 transactions that would meet that. 

17 0 Well, what I ' m trying to dotermine, though, 

18 we're talking about what you have testified to is 

19 noneconomic transactions; and we arc trying to 

20 dcteroine, at least in your profiled testimony, what 

21 yGu identified as tho characteristics or such 

22 transactions oo that we'll know thorn when we seo them. 

23 

24 

A 

Q 

Okay. 

In your testimony tho only identifying 

25 characteristic or a noneconomic trannaction is that 
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1 it ' s longer and there ' s competition for the sulc; 

2 isn ' t that correct? 

J A No, I think I put some other -- that it's 

4 made only - -well, that there wouldn't be -- since 

5 the customerz would not be consuming energy only f~r a 

6 short period of time, only at off peak hours or when 

7 excess capacity was available, i t is clear tha~ it is 

8 not an economic transaction. That's my definition of 

9 how you could look at --

10 Q But that definition would apply to short 

11 term transactions, too? 

12 I ' m trying -- I mean, sales that meet those 

13 terms, what's the definition of economic short term 

14 sale , is one where you are selliny excess capacity? 

15 A No. I think in the sentence I said the 

16 customer would not be consuming energy only for a 

17 short term period, so I've exempted short term 

18 periods. 

19 Well, what I ' m trying to-- we are talking 

20 about &ales where there's incremental fuel pricing? 

21 A Yes. 

22 

23 

24 

Q 

A 

Q 

Broker short term? 

No, no. 

We are talking about transactions in this 

2~ proceeding . I know you have a position that the 
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1 broker sales are not within your policy . I'm not 

2 disagreeing with thftt. I ' m looking at these range of 

J transactions from the broker sale which you agree are 

< economic to the ones that you say are not economic and 

5 the short ones in the middle that you say are 

6 economic. I'm looking at all of those and trying to 

7 come up with the characteristics that ~istlnqulnh on~ 

8 from the other. 

9 In that whole range of sales, we arc talking 

10 about transactions where the fuel is priced at 

11 incremental prices; isn't that correct? 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Which 

Yes. 

Okay. 

We are 

Yes. 

So the 

is less than average. 

talking about it in all 

fact that that exists is 

18 distinguishing characteristic among those 

19 transactions? 

those sales? 

not: a 

20 A That they are less than incremental -- or 

~1 less than average costs . 

22 

23 

24 

Q 

A 

Q 

Right. 

Th&t's right. 

Now, there is also competition for all of 

25 those sales; isn ' t there not? 
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1 

2 

No, not necessarily. 

Are you saying that the broker system is 

3 note competitive or that there's not competitton for 

4 the short term soles? 

5 Probably not, because somebody's got the 

329 

6 lowest incremental cost. Somebody's unit is less 

7 costly than somebody else ' s, so somebody else 15 not 

8 g~ing to come on and say my actual cost is 2 . 2 cents 

9 par kilowatt hour. But since the broker can only sell 

10 ~tat 1.5, that's what I'll bid, so the basis of tho 

11 economic transaction is that that' s your actual 

12 incremental. There might be two sellers that have the 

13 same incremental cost . 

14 Q Well, because -- are you saying that in your 

15 definition of competition if there is a winner, that 

16 is a person who is able to compete better , that there 

17 is no competition? 

18 

19 

A 

Q 

Well --

The fact of the matter is everybody can put 

20 up and try to sell energy on the broker system, and 

21 they are free to compete for all of those sales . And 

22 they do compete for those sales, don't they? 

23 A Yec. But you only make a sale if your price 

24 is the most economic. 

25 All right. And that's the derinition of 
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1 competition, isn't it? 

2 

3 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

So then in all those sales there's 

4 competition? 

5 

6 

A 

Q 

I guess you could look at it that way, yeah . 

So the existence of competition is not an 

7 identifying !actor with r ·egard to whether or not 

8 there ' s an economic sale; isn't that correct? 

9 A Well, not in the broker ' s system. 

l.O Q or in the short term sales; isn ' t that 

l.l correct? 

12 A No . You're suggesting that everybody can 

13 make a short term sale . 

14 Q No . I ' m suggesting that only the most 

15 competitive person can actually make the sale, but 

16 ever ybody is free to try; isn't that correct? 

17 

18 

19 

20 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Yes . 

And that's the definition of competition? 

Well , yes. 

so that if we are trying to identify 

21 cha~acteristics of transactions that you char~ctcrize 

22 as noneconomic , it's not the !act that there's 

23 incremental fuel pricing, and it ' s not the fact that 

24 there ' s competition. In your definition and your 

25 direct testimony, the only distinguishing character i~ 
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1 whether you call it short term or long term. 

2 A Well, my definition would still be chat 

31 there' s competition Cor that long-term sale. 

4 Q Sure . And there ' s competition Cor the 

5 broker, and there's comp&tition for tho short term? 

6 A Yes . But that's based strictly on price, 

7 and you are not passing the dlscount onto the retail 

8 ratepayer. 

9 Q I'm ~ot sure I know what you moan by 

10 "discounting . " Some of the energy on the broker 

11 system is the cheapest energy purchased iu florida. 

12 A Yes. But if it ' s long term, you can't 

13 segregate what incremental cost that's providing that 

14 sale . So all you are doing is as~uming that this is 

15 the cost, and the ratepayer is subsidizing that 

16 because the way the fuel clause is calculated. 

17 0 What you moan by that is, isn't it, thnt you 

18 can 't look at the transaction and be sure that it's as 

19 armed length as the broker system? 

20 Well, I think you could look at it that way , 

21 an;J that ' s why I'm suggesting that if it meets 

22 Mr. Wieland ' s f:our criteria and it ' s at less than 

23 average cost, then you should get commission to make 

24 that sale, otherwise you can make all the other s~lcs 

2~ you want, or if you charge average cost. 1 f you 
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1 credit the fuel clause with average cost, even though 

2 you sold it at less than average cost, you can go 

3 ahead and make that sale because clearly in that 

4 situation, the company is bearing the risk. The 

5 company is actually giving the discount and not the 

6 retail ratepaver. 

7 Q Let me dSk you another question that you 

8 mentioned in your early summary about what you 

9 envisioned as some sort of proceeding, the tyre that 

10 you would -- why the Commission needed to look at 

11 that. And if I understood your summary correct, what 

12 you were saying is that on·e of the things the 

13 Commission should look at is who should get the 

14 wholesale customer among the com~eting utilities. Is 

15 that part of your idea of what the view process should 

16 include? 

No. The process -- I don't care who gets 

18 the customer. I just don't want the retail ratepayer 

19 to subsidize the price that's being charged . Now, if 

20 you want to make the sale al a loss and the 

21 stockholder bears that, that's fine . Then the two 

22 utilities arc coming head to head and they arc m~king 

23 economic decisions on what their stockholders will 

24 bear. 

25 The situation that I'm describing is that 
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1 y~u discount the fuel, the retail ratepayer picks up 

2 the price, and the Company in tota l io no worse off 

3 than if it had charged average cost on that sale. 

4 Because instead of getting it from tho wholesale 

5 customer, he ' s gotten it rrom the retail customer. 

6 ~ But that's the occurrence in the viow o( all 

7 of the incremental price salon, isn't it? 

8 Yes. But there are incremental price sales 

9 that the CoQmission looked at when it sepnrated the 

10 sales in the 1992 rate case, and they said th1s io 

11 okay. Now, after that, I think that they ought to 

12 review sales that arc less than average cost. Once 

13 they ' ve built that into the base rates -- whatever has 

14 been built into tho base rates, that's a done 

15 decision, and we arc not attempting to go back and 

16 say, ''Well, here ' s a saln here. It ' s at loss thnn 

17 average cost, we think you ought to reverse that and 

18 bring that up to average because then fuel costs will 

19 fall for retail ratepayers.'' 

20 But any incremental sale ought to go through 

21 the four criteria, and if you w .• nt to cont1nuc to mdko 

22 it and credit your fuel adjustment clause at average 

23 cost, oven though you aro selling at less than 

24 average, tine, go ahead. You don't have to ask 

25 anybody's permission, because then your stockholdero 
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1 have paid the price. 

2 But if you want to charge incremental cost 

3 that's less than average and credit that to the f11el 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

~ 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

adjustment clause , then tho retail ratepayer bears the 

burden. 

g 

there ' s 

correct? 

cost of 

a 

The retail ratepayer bears some cost only if 

choice about making the sale; isn 't that 

I mean if the incremental cost is the actual 

the fuel tor the wholesale customer, the 

retail ratepayer is in exactly the same position he 

would have been without the sale; isn't that correct? 

A Yeah. But you can 't tell the only time 

you can tell is if i ncremental cost is really tho 

15 actual cost is through a brokerage transaction, or a 

16 short-term sale where yo•~1 can say "This is the actual 

17 capacity 1 have available" or ''!!ere's the comparison 

18 to two units," then you know. 

19 But when you get to where the sale is long 

20 term and they are taking it on and off peak, you have 

21 no idea, and Mr. Wieland said you'd have to do a study 

22 to figure out what the actual cost was, and that's 

23 true. You ~an as~ume that it's the Jncromcntal cost 

24 but that's just an assumption. 

25 Q You can 't toll the difference between a sale 
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1 that 's nine months and one that is 14 montho either, 

2 can you? 

3 A No. I think I agree with him . He says 

4 that ' s an arbitrary period and it could be shorter and 

5 it could be longer. But I think a year is a nice 

6 little round number. 

7 Q But if you had a contract that -- what if 

8 it ' s so a contract that had exactly the same terms, 

9 one was two years, one was nine months, you would 

10 think one needed a review and one didn't? 

ll It's arbitrary, but in exactly the same 

12 provision of ser•1ice, the same fuel cost and 

13 everything else, except for the length or the term. 

14 Do you object to looking at all wholesale 

15 transactions? 

16 A I don 't object to it but I don't think it's 

17 necessary. I think the brokers I don·t think i t's 

18 necessary to look at the broker sales. I don't think 

19 it's necessary to look at short-term capacity and 

20 energy sales or sales of opportunity. It's those 

21 sales which smart of being a partial or full 

22 requirement sale. 

23 lf you made a sale for ten years, and they 

24 can take power on and off peak, and it was at 

25 incremental cost, boy, I think the Commission ought to 
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l look at that sal3 . 

2 Well , would you object to using a ten year 

3 standard instead of a one year standard? 

4 A Ten years is too long. 1 think a one year 

5 sale would be a r&asonable approach . 

6 Q Don't you also agree that a wholesale 

7 customer who is getting average fue l may also be 

8 r aising the average fuel of the r e tail customers by 

9 w~en he takes the power? 

10 

11 

12 

Q 

A 

A wholesale customer? 

Yes. 

Then it should have been priced -- it could 

13 happen, yes. 

14 Q Don ' t you think the Commi~sion should look, 

15 if it ' s going to do this, to see it there ' s adverse 

16 impact on the fuel clause for wholesale sales that it 

17 should look at all of them? 

18 A No, because I think it a company knew that 

19 the sale they were going to make was going to be 

20 always on peak, I think that they would price it that 

21 way. 

22 Q Well, why do you think that if you don't 

23 think they ' ll vrice incremental sales appropriately? 

24 A Well, I just don't think that there are 

25 those kinds of sales out there that -- there may be 
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1 that the Commiasion should look at, but I just doubt 

2 t~at t hose are a concern. 

3 Q Your answer on the o ne year and the ten 

4 year, if you had a series of one year deals would that 

5 concern you? 

6 A Yes, because it wou ld be an attempt to avoid 

7 the policy . 

8 Q There's been testimony today already tl.a t 

9 there ' s a real live situation that wholesale 

lC transactions with average fuel prices may have actual 

ll cost above the fuel prices. But that doesn ' t concern 

12 you and whether or not the Commission should examine 

13 those t ransactions? 

14 If there are a lot of them they probably 

15 should be looked at . But it doesn't make any sense to 

16 me that a company would make sales at peak which may 

17 require it to build additional units. I mean that' s 

18 just e xactly the opposite of what you ' d want to do. 

19 You do agree, don't you, that in terms of 

20 the analysis of whether or not a company should make a 

21 specific sale that the benefits analysis is bigger 

22 than just the fuel piece; it ' s an overall analysis ot 

23 lhe transaction? 

24 A I miqht agree with tt1at lr1 tho sense ol how 

25 the company miqht look at it. But in the sense of how 
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1 the retail ratepayer would look ~t it, he has to be 

2 concerned with the only piece that he gets a benefit 

3 from and that he pays. which is the tuel increment. 

4 Now, the transaction might be a great 

5 transaction in total, but as I pointed out, and as 

6 this chart points out, the capacity cost, the 

7 incremental O&H cost, are not p~ssed on through any 

8 automatic clause. So if the transaction were in total 

9 a net benefit, but the fuel component was a net 

10 detriment, then I ' d say that the Commission ought to 

11 look at that and say, "If you want to make this sale, 

12 then you credit the fuel adjustment clause for the 

13 average cost," average, or actual if it's higher than 

14 average. 

15 Q So you agree with Mr. Wieland then that this 

16 is not a standard for whether or not you should do the 

17 transaction but a standard for how it should be priced 

18 in the fuel adjustment clause? 

19 A Oh, yeah. I mean I don't think we've 

20 ever we're not going to get in and try and run your 

21 companies. What we want to do is protect the interest 

22 of racepayer. 

23 Q And it is true, is it not, that in your 

24 testimony you haven't identified any lransactions that 

25 you think are uneconomical? 
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1 A No. This is a policy, a generic, and it ' s 

2 not directed at Tampa Electric or Glllf Power. 

3 Q Are you aware of the testimony that's gone 

4 on with Mr . Ramil that t here ' s already substantial 

5 benefits from the separated sale in the base rates? 

6 A 'ies. And that ' s where I tried to deal 

7 with in the jurisdictional, and you objected to it, 

a so I tried to respond to that. But I don't chink that 

9 that ' s -- I mean the ratepayer was tJntitled to that. 

1'> I mean, you either did that or you took an excess 

11 capacity adjustment. It W"lS one or the other. So the 

12 ratepayer wasn ' t responsible for excess capacity or 

13 the fuel associated with that capacity. 

14 Q Mr . Larkin, you don't know what the 

15 Commission would have done and you don ' t know whether 

16 or not the capacity was excess . In fact, the 

17 Commission said that when you bring on large units 

18 there's capacity for a short period of ti~e but they 

19 didn't say that it was not going to take those at 

20 retail rates if you didn ' t make those sales. 

21 A It was not going to. The fact of what they 

22 did is an indication that they would not have done it. 

23 Q Bul absent the sales there ' s no indication 

24 that cost would not have been in retail rates. 

25 No. But the general principle is if you 
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1 have excess capacity, I mean you measure -- you take 

2 the retail sales in an increment for line losses and 

3 your term 

4 The fact of the matter is, you don't know 

5 whether or not there was excess capacity at that 

6 period ot time? 

7 Well, it had to be or you wouldn ' t have been 

8 able to make wholesale sales. 

9 Just a large unit coming on line. The 

10 Commission has never used that standard for 

11 determining excess capacity. 

12 You would have had one or the other. That's 

lJ my opinion. You would either have to make this 

14 jurisdictional separation or you w~uld have gotten a 

15 disallowance . 

16 Q That is your opinion, though. There's no 

17 basis for that in the Commission 

18 A It's my opinion, yeah. 

l9 KR, IQlRT: We nave no further questions. 

20 COMMI SSIONER DEASOH: Mr. Stone, do you have 

21 questions? 

22 MR. STONE: Not for th1s witness. 

2J COMMISSIONER DEASON: Does Staff hav~ 

24 questions for this witnoso? 

25 MS. JOHNSON : Just one question. 
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1 CROSS EXAMINATION 

2 BY MS . JOHNSON: 

3 Mr. Larkin, do you think a reasonable 

4 Commission policy would be to require the utility that 

5 is making a long-term separable sale to demonstrate 

6 the Commission that incremental pricing is beneficial 

7 to the general body of ratepayers prior to crediting 

8 anything less than average fuel cost through the fuel 

9 clause? 

:o 

11 

A Absolutely . 

COMHJ:SSIONER DEASON: Mr. Howe, be(orc you 

12 do -- first off, do you have redirect? 

13 MR . HOWE: No . 

14 COMHJ:SSIONER DEASON: Exhibits. I'm sorry, 

15 commissioners, questions? Exhibits . 

16 HR. HOWE . We ' d move the admission of 

17 Elo!hibit 36. 

18 COMMISSIONER DEASON: IHthout objection, 

19 Exhibit 36 is admitted. 

20 (Exhibit 36 received in evidence.) 

21 COMMISSIONER DEASON: Thank you, :.ir. Larki11. 

22 We'~e going to take a break, but before we do. 1 need 

23 to take assessment of where we stand as Car as time 

2~ requirement to finish the hearing. I beliovo Mr. 

25 Raail ba s rebutt al testimony; is that cor rect? 
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1 

2 

MR . tiEASLEY: Yes, sir . 

COKHXSSIONER DEASON: And that still relates 

3 to Issue 9. 

4 

5 

KR . BEASLEY: That's correct. 

COIUUSSIONER DE.1\SON: That will be the last 

6 witness on Issue 9. How long is his summary going to 

7 be? 

8 HR. !BEASLEY: His rebuttal summary is jt•st a 

~ hair over two pages. 

10 COMMISSIONER DEASON: Well, I mean sometime 

11 summaries -- you can two pieces of paper and a summary 

12 can be JO minutes. I ' ve seen that before . His 

13 summrry ~s going to be as short as his testimony. 

14 

15 

MR. BEASLEY : That's correc t, much shorter. 

COMMISSIONER DEASON: CroGs examination for 

lll Ramil on re.buttal? 

17 

18 

19 

20 

MR . McGEE: Very little. 

HR. BOWE : Very little. 

MS. JOHNSON : Staf( has none. 

COMMISSIONER DEABON: Then we have the 

21 remaining issues which are primarily Florida Power and 

22 Light-specific issue. I'm just going to ask the 

23 question as far ac cross examination of those 

2ol witnesses, Mr. Howe. 

25 MR. BOWE: I don't think I'm going to have 
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1 a ny questions for Flor ida Power and Light's witnesses . 

2 MS. ~AUPKAN: I have some, Mr . Deason, but 

3 it will be ver y short . 

4 

5 

6 

7 test i mony . 

8 

COMM~SSION!R DEASON: Staff has - -

MS . JOHNSON: Approx i mat ely 45 minutes. 

COKMI 9SIONER DEASON: Mr . Childs, summary of 

MS. CHJ:LDS: THE summaries are fai r l:; brief 

9 a nd I ' m sure with our discussio n that they may be even 

10 a little br iefer . 

11 COMMISSIONER DEASON: lt is our intent to 

12 try to f i nish t his hearing today , but. it is not our 

13 i nte nt to be wor~ing late. so just take that under 

14 adv isement . 

15 We ' ll to a rocess until 1 : 20. 

16 (Brief r ecess . ) 

17 

18 (Transcript continues in sequence in 

J9 Volume 3. ) 

20 

21 

22 

2J 

24 

25 
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